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N O T 1C E
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FOREV/ORD
This Phase Il-Final 'technical Report is submitted in fulfillment of the requirements of
Contract MAS 1-11100 and reports contract effort from May 1972 through March 1973.
Phase II consisted of the detailed design of a composite-reinforced C-130 center wing box,
and the necessary analytical and component test substantiation of the selected design.
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static and fatigue test evaluation. Two of the wing boxes will be flown on C-130 aircraft
for a period of three years to demonstrate the long-time capabilities of such composite
utilization.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most advantageous structural uses of advanced filamentary composites has
been shown, in previous studies, to be in areas where selective reinforcement of conventional
metallic structure can improve static strength/fatigue endurance at lower weight than that
possible if metal reinforcement were used. These advantages are now being demonstrated
by design, fabrication, and test of three boron-epoxy reinforced C-130 center wing boxes.
This structural component was previously redesigned using an aluminum build-up to meet the
increased severity of fatigue loadings. Direct comparisons of relative structural weights,
manufacturing costs, and producibility can be obtained, and the long-time flight-service
~performanc"e~ofthe-composite-reinforced-structure-can-be-eva(uated-against-the-wide
background of mei a I -re in forced structure.
The first two phases of a five-phase NASA program to demonstrate the long-time flight
service performance of a selectively reinforced center wing box have been completed .
During the first phase of program activity, the advanced development work necessary to
support detailed design of a composite reinforced C-130 center wing box was conducted.
Activities included the development of a basis for structural design, selection and verifications
of materials and processes, manufacturing and tooling development, and fabrication and
test of full-scale portions of the center wing box. Phase I activities have been previously
documented in NASA CR-I 121 26.
Phase II activities described in this report consisted of preparing detailed design
drav/ings and static strength, faliguc endurance, flutter, and weight analyses required for
Phase III wing box fabrication. Some additional component testing was conducted to
verify the design for panel buckling, and to evaluate specific local design areas.
Development of the "cool tool" restraint concept was completed, and bonding capabilities
were evaluated using full-length skin panel and stringer specimens.
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PROGRAM FOR ESTABLISHING LONG-TIME FLIGHT SERVICE PERFORMANCE
OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS IN THE CENTER WING STRUCTURE OF C-130 AIRCRAFT
PHASE II - DETAILED DESIGN
By W. E. Harvill, J. J. Duhig, and B. R. Spencer
1.0 SUMMARY
One of the most advantageous structural uses of advanced filamentary composites is in
areas where selective reinforcement of conventional metallic structure can improve stat ic
.strengjji/fgj^gue endurance at lower weight than would be possible if metal reinforcement
were used. The first two phases of a five-phase~N:AS~A~program-to demonst-ra-te-the_Lo.ogr
time flight service perfoimance of a select ively reinforced center wing box have been
completed. During the first phase of program activity, the advanced development work
necessary to support detailed design of a composite-reinforced C-130 center wing box
was conducted. Activities included the development of a basis for structural design,
selection and verifications of materials and processes, manufacturing and tooling develop-
ment, and fabrication and test of full-scale portions of the center wing box. Phase I
activit ies have been previously documented in NASA CR-I 12126, Reference 2.
During Phase II, the basic C-I30E aluminum center wing box design was changed by
removing aluminum and adding unidirectional boron-epoxy reinforcing laminates bonded to
the crov.T. of the he* s*'ff^ners ar>d to the skin under the stiffeners. The laminates were
added in a nominal 80/20 area ratio of aluminum to boron-epoxy. Suff icient material
was provided to meet ultimate load requirements of the C-I30E wing box and the fatigue
life of the C-130 B/E wing boxv^Laminates are tapered out at the rainbow end fittings
and access door openings by progressively stopping individual plies of the tape.
Fasteners are used at the ends of the laminates to prevent peeling. Adequate bearing
surface is provided in fastener penetration areas by titanium doubters integrally bonded
into the laminates. Careful design arid manufacturing techniques were used to
reduce the number of fasteners (particularly blind fasteners) which penetrate the
laminates, thus minimizing potential installation and inspection problems. A total of
129 detailed design drawings were prepared for initiation of the production program.
Applied design loads applicable to the A/\o;!e! C-130 B/E extended serv ice l ife
airplane were used to establish internal load distributions for s tat ic strength analyses.
Surface pressures were obtained by combining surface airloads, fuel inertias, and .surface
crushing loads duo towing bending. Thermal residual stresses due to adhesive cure-
techniques, and operating temperature, ex t remes were odded to the applied internal loads.
The composite elemenis of the upper and lower surfaces were analyzed for combined
tension-shear and compression-shear interactions using a specially developed computer
program for composite s t ruc tu res . Modes of failure included general instabi l i ty, local
instability, and principal stresses. Inol lcases, posit ive margins of safety are shown for
the final design .
ZlANOTE: The terminology "C-130 B/E" or "B/E" refers to the exist ing metal l ic, center
wing box which is installed in Model C-I30B end C-I30E a i rc ra f t . This is ihs me to I -
reinforcecl center wing retrof i t ted to a sizeable part of the C-130 fleet, and is the wing
box being used in current production a i rc ra f t A In this ieport, the "B/E" designation always
refers to an aircraft model and never means boron-epoxy. Wheie boion-epoxy is discussed,
the words are spelled out. ]
A fatigue endurance analysis was conducted which demonstrated that the C-130E
boron-epoxy reinforced center wing box possesses a fatigue capability equal to or greater
than that of the C-130 B/t all-aluminum center wing. The ana lysis was based on wing box
loads encountered in current operational usage and test spectra loads for parametric variation
of quality levels from 4.0 through 12.0. /T\ Ten wing stations on both the upper and
lower surfaces were analyzed. The fatigue endurance computed for selected quality levels
for a typical wing station is shown in Figure 1. The analysis results show that, at any
station, the aluminum alloy stress is lower in the composite-reinforced structure than in the
original all-aluminum structure. This factor is the major contributor to improved fatigue
performance. It is fully expected that the fatigue performance of the C-130E boron-epoxy
reinforced wing box will satisfactorily equal or exceed the required 40,000 simulated flight
—hours__o_n ihej^ hase IV full-scale center wing fatigue test, and will exceed the Phase V
operational requirements. ~
Flutter analyses were conducted to evaluate the effects of any stiffness changes due to
the boron-epoxy reinforced center wing on the airplane flutter characteristics. Wing stiff-
nesses were found to be essentially unchanged, and calculated flutter margins exceed those
required. With normal fuel management, flutter speeds are above I.ISV^ (i.e., 1.15 times
limit speed) for the composite-reinforced C-130E, satisfying specification requirements.
Under abnormal fuel sequencing, the composite-reinforced airplane is subject to the same
speed restrictions as those currently imposed on the original C-130E and C-130 B/E aircraft.
Although weight saving was not a major program goal, and was actually subordinated to
accomplishment of fiighr setvice program goals, it is, nevertheless, an important factor, and
a weight saving of 229 kg (506 Ibs.) is predicted. This prediction, based on actual calcu-
lations from the final production drawings/ represents a saving in total box v/eight of slightly
more than 10 percent. The 318 S<g (700 Ib.) total of borcn-epoxy to be used in two wing
boxes for the 3-year flight evaluation represents a sizeable exposure of boron-epoxy
materials to the service environment encountered over the life of an aircraft.
The quality level, Kt, is defined as the numerical value of an effective stress concentration
factor which yields a Miner's damage of unity . In addition to local geometry, a number of
uncontrolled variables are included in the determination of the quality level of a specific
area of a complex structure such as a wing box. These variables include:
i Material inconsistencies such as: anisotropy; non-homogeneity; inelasticity;
inclusions; voids; variations in physical properties; grain size.
ii Manufacturing variables such as: tolerances causing variations in part size and
thickness, surface finish; fastener size; hole size; joint friction; assembly errors.
iii Other variables such as: non-linear slippage of joints; local plastic yielding at
points of high stress concentration; complexity and redundancy of load paths;
fretting of joints; fretting corrosion; design errors; irregularity of service usage
and external loadings.
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Table I summarizes the overall weight of the composite-reinforced center wing box.
TABLE I.-COMPOSITE-REINFORCED CENTER WING BOX
STRUCTURE WEIGHT SUMMARY
Center
Wing Box
Structure
Upper
Surface
Lower
Surface
Other
(Ribs, spars,
bracketry,
etc.)
TOTAL
Weight of
Metal
Structure
(kg)
726
671
846
2243
(Ib.)
-V600-
1480
1864
4944
Metal
Removed
(kg)
777
165
4
(Added)
388
(Ib.)
^00JUU
364
8
(Added)
856
Boron -Epoxy
Added
(kg)
8S
74
-
159
(Ib.)
-187-
163
-
350
Weight
Saved
(kg)
142
91
-4
229
(Ib.)
^13
201
-8
506
Weight of
Boron -Epoxy
Reinforced
Structure
(kg)
584
580
850
2014
(Ib.)
1287
1279
1872
4438
New material development for this program was limited to adhesives and their
processing. The Phase I development work provided a low-temperaturing-curing
adhesive system for bonding boron-epoxy laminates to aluminum. The process speci-
fication, which defines the laminate to aluminum bonding process, was published
during this report period. Minor revisions were made to boron-epoxy material and
process specifications to allow a more workable packaging arrangement and slightly
less proof testing .
Manufacturing development during Phase II primarily consisted of further evaluation
and refinement of the cool tool restraint system for controlling warpage in bonded
assemblies. Since the largest specimen fabricated in Phase I was only 366cm (144 in.)
long, Phase II efforts were directed to bonding full-lengfh, 1079 cm (426 in.), boron-
epoxy laminates fo the aluminum stringers and wing planks. These full-length bonding
studies have conclusively shown that, with proper tooling, parts can be bonded to
provide a bondline with a low st ress 'a t room temperature. The-resulting low warpage wi l l
allow assembly into a full wing box with a minimum of di f f icul ty. Minor changes were
made in the method of generating holes in the boron-epoxy laminates which improve
hole quality. A blind fastener installation study determined the amount of aluminum
reinforcing material required on the blind laminate surface to contain the swaging action
of the blind fastener on instal lotion .
Preliminary cost projects for prediction quantities of C -130 composite-re in forced
center wing boxes were made based on test specimen cost data. The total cost increase
to add boron-epoxy reinforcement is projected for the 200th production wing box to be
$47,840 for labor and materials. The computed cost per pound of weight saved is approxi-
mately $95. Changes to the wing box structure are within current C-130 production
practices. Special effort was made throughout design development to minimize the
producibility impact of the composite-reinforcement addition . Installation of the com-
pleted wing box assembly wil l be the same as for regular production wing boxes.
A reliability and qualify assurance program was continued in accordance with the
approved program plan. The reliability assessment at the end of Phase II is that a good
to high confidence level exists in the final design and the state of readiness for
successful fabricatiorT and~~a~Si~emb~ly~.Nonclel"tTuTttve~insp6cti'on~ methods -were refined-.
There were very few quality discrepancies in test specimens produced during Phase II.
Additional buckling evaluations were conducted during Phase II because of problems
encountered in obtaining valid buckling failures in Phase ! compression test panels.
Applying compressive leads directly to unidirectional boron-epoxv laminates typically
causes local stresses at the~beoring surface and failure of the epoxy matrix, resulting in
unsupported fibers and unloading of the laminate. A technique was developed for
encapsulating the element ends in tooling plastic, which provided the laminate fibers
with added support during end machining and allowed direct compressive loading. With
this load introduction technique, successful compression tests were conduced which
included one shorr crippling specimen, ihree short buckling panels, end two full-panel
buckling specimens. In ecch ^ejt the failure; Icoc! exceeded thi- predicted failure load,
and good buckling failure rncd-ej, sveve observed. The tests confirmed analytical predic-
tions and verified required r.iructurcl capability.
During Phase I fotigue lesting of specimen 130PF-1, minor fatigue cracks were found,
originaring from cutouts of the stringer crown on some stringers. Although these cracks
war?, traced to u sharp edge remaining o f fe r the cutout wos made, it appeared that some
slight configuration chcnges mic;ht provide a much barter cutout design, and specimens
were tested to verify'the design selection . The tests showed that there wcs no clear advon -
tage to be gained by a configuration change, and the existing C-130 B/c configure! ion
v/as retained.
The successful completion of the detailed dosiqn work, along with substantiating
analyses, tests, and reeling studies, enabled initiation of the fabrication phase of the
program. The third phase was started in February 1973.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Application studies and Advanced Development tests (References 1 and 2), conducted
for NASA by Lockheed, have shown that boron-epoxy composite laminates bonded to the
skin and stiffeners of the C-130 aircraft center wing box can significantly improve the over-
all fatigue endurance of the structure, at a lower weight than that possible if metal rein-
forcements were used to achieve the same endurance levels. These advantages will be
demonstrated by designing, fabricating, and testing three bcron-epoxy reinforced C-13QE
center wing boxes, in a five-phase program extending over 5-1/2 years. The program
phases and associated schedules are illustrated in Figure 2. Phases I and II have been
completed. Documentation of activities is included in this report and in References 1
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The center wing box size and location are illustrated in Figure- 3.. The box is
I 1,2m (440. in.) long, 2.03m (80 in.) in chord and, in the all-metal configurations,
weighs about 2243 kg (4944 Ib.). The ail-rneiai configuration is i l lustrated in Figure 4
During Phase I, the advanced development work necessary to support detailed design
of a composite reinforced C-130 center wing box was conducted . Activities included the
development of a basis for structural design, selection of materials and processes,
manufacturing and tooling development, and fabrication and test of full-scale portions
of the center wing box. The Phase I results further confirmed that, with boron-epoxy
reinforcements as shown in Figure 5, equivalent static strength and fatigue endurance
could be provided with a significant weight savings. The aluminum skins and stringers
have reduced thicknesses compared with those of the existing metallic center wing box
in Model C-130 B/E aircraft. Equivalent strength is provided by the unidirectional
composite.
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FIGURE 3.-C-130 CENTER VYING BOX LOCATION
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FIGURE 5.-COMPOSITE REINFORCEMENT CONCEPT
Phase I I activities described in this report consisted of pieparing detailed design
drawings and conducting the substantiating static strength, fa'tigue endurance, f lut ter,
and weight analyses required for proceeding into Phase I I I wing box fabrication.
Some additional component testing was conducted to complete the panel buckling
evaluation and to evaluaie specific local design concepts. Tooling development
act iv i t ies were continued to further refine the "cool tool" concept and to evaluate
residual stresses wi th full-length skin panels and str ingers. The final design configura-
tion is structurally and functionally interchangeable with the production
C-130 B/E wing box.
The first composite-reinforced wing box will be static tested to limit load, followed
by an endurance test to a fatigue spectrum representative of four aircraft l ifetimes.
Finally, this box wil l be tested statically to determine its residual strength. The other
two wing boxes, after a complete FACI (First Article Configuration Inspection), will
then be installed in two Air Force C-130 E aircraft, and the aircraft v/il l be delivered fcr
operational service. Service experience will be monitored and documented. Detailed
inspections cf these two wing boxes', including the use of sophisticated non-destructive
test techniques, are scheduled to coincide with regularly phased aircraft inspections.
3.0 STRUCTURAL DESIGN
3.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The design philosophy established in Phase I and refined in Phase II retained the
basic dimensions of the C-I30E configuration and the material of the C-130 B/E wing
box. This configuration allowed, as a minimum, the development of 100 percent of
the design limit load requirement, without benefit of any composite reinforcement, and
provided a degree of fail-safe capability.
The basic aluminum center wing box was reinforced with unidirectional boron-epoxy
_lqmij5MMJJ3Jiie_cjo^n__of_the_hat_s_t_iffeners and on the skin under the stiffeners. The
laminates added were sufficient to allow the center wing box to develop the" ul"t"imdTe~load~
requirements of the C-I30E wing box and the fatigue life of the C-130 B/E wing box.
Functional and selected structural configurations of the current C-130 B/E model were
maintained in the areas of access cutouts, fuselage interface, and joint runouts.
Residual thermal stresses induced by joining dissimilar materials were accounted for in
the analysis for static and fatigue loading. The detail design gave primary consideration
to safety and reliability. Other important considerations included producibility, cost,
and maintainability. Although weight saving was of lesser importance, all design
decisions were monitored to achieve a minimum practicable weight structure which was
consistent with the overall objectives of the flight service program.
3.2 BASIC DESIGN
The center wing box and location of the boron-epoxy composite reinforcement is
illustrated in Figure 6. The box is I 1,2m (440 in.) long, 2.03m (80 in.) in chord,
and in the all-metal configurations weighs approximately 2243 kg (4944 Ib.).
Reinforcement of the upper and lower surface assemblies of the wing box is accom-
plished by designing new skin panels and hat-section stringers and adding boron-epoxy
laminates. The cross-sectional area of the aluminum C-130 B/E skin panels and hat-section
stringers is reduced to the original C-I30E cross-sectional area. Access door areas,
wing station 220 joint rainbow fiitings, and splice strops are retained in the heavier
C-130 B/E configuration. Skin panels and stringers are fnpcr-transitioned to the thinner
C-I30E configuration inboard of 'he joint fittings and on each side of the access doors.
Outboard of the upper surface outboard access doors, the C-130 B/E configuration is
retained because of the close proximity to the W.S . 220 joint. Many of the existing
model C-130 B/E components such as ribs, spars, fittings, brackets, and access doors are
not changed .
In the final design, luminated strips of boron-epoxy material are to be bonded to the
inner surface of the skin panels under each hat-section stringer. Separate laminate strips
are bonded to each of the hat-section stringers on the enclosed crown surface. Multiple
plies of unidirectional flat boron-epoxy tape are used to fabricate the laminates. The
10
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laminates are designed to taper out in the panel and stringer taper transition areas.
Tapering of the laminates at the rainbow fittings and access door openings is accomplished
by progressive stopping of individual plies of tape. Fasteners are used at the ends of the
laminates to prevent peeling. Titanium doublers are integrally bonded in the laminate
in fastener penetration areas to assure adequate bearing surface.
A total of 129 detailed design drawings were prepared. These are production
drawings using Lockheed's standard practice and approval procedures and are now
ready for initiation of the production program. Many of these are multip.le-sheet
drawings and are quite voluminous. They are/therefore, not incorporated into this
report, but a listing is provided in Appendix B.
: 3-3-D E-SIG N-PR O B LE-MS-AN D-S-O1UJ1O_NS_ _
The primary design concern in the use of boron-epoxy laminates is in the added com-
plexity associated with fastener penetration through the laminates. Bonded areas produce
no unusual problems, but a concerted design effort was made to minimize the number of
fasteners that would penetrate the laminates. In a limited number of locations the
structural arrangement and/or required assembly sequence necessitates the use of blind
fasteners through the laminate after the stringers are assembled to the skin panels. For
cill fasteners which penetrate laminates, the following sequence is required to assure
proper attachment.
o Titanium doublers are integrally bonded in the laminates at all
hole locations.
o Undersized holes are produced in the boron-epoxy laminates
during fabrication.
o Upon bonding of laminates tc stringers and panels, the under-
sized holes in laminates are back-drilled through the aluminum
stringers or panels.
o The undersized holes through the boron-epoxy and aluminum are
then reamed to full size.
o At hole locations where blind fasteners are required on later
instal lotions, an aluminum reinforcing plate is bonded to the
blind surface of the laminates.
o Ai other locations, the fasteners are installed from the laminate
side of the composite s t ructure.
Careful design and manufacturing techniques were used to reduce the number
of locations where blind fasteners were required, precluding potent ial instal lat ion
and inspection problems. Some- of these potent ia l problem areas, and their so lu t ions,
art discussed next.
3.3.1 Brackets and Sub-Structure Attachments
Fasteners which would have penetrated laminates but which could be relocated
included attachments for bladder-eel I lacing anchors, plumbing support brackets, and
other miscellaneous substructure. Design solutions primarily consisted of physical
relocation of the component where feasible. For other components, alteration or
redesign was specified to eliminate holes which would have penetrated the laminates.
Relocation of components was accomplished by designing simple clips and angles which
attach through the stringer side flanges rather than the crown areas where the laminates
are bonded. (See Figure 7, Detail A.) Some components are relocated to attach
directly to the stringer "ears" which are remote from the laminate areas as shown in
Figure 7, Detail B. In other instances brackets which bridged pairs of stringers and
"^^^^^"thToTi'grr'fke^sfringer-crowns-were-a-ltered-or-redesigned-to-br-idge-the-same
stringers but attach through the side flanges as shown in Figure 7, Detail C. In all
of the above areas, the end item (plumbing, valves, etc.) was kept in its existing
location to minimize costs and maintain commonality of functional parts on the FY 73
aircraft.
3.3.2 Nacelle Attach Fitting Attachments
On the new lower surface some of the nacelle attach fitting fasteners would have
penetrated skin and skin laminates under the hat sections. These could not be prelocated
due to assembly sequence requirements, since the attach fitting is installed after assembly
of the stringers to the skin. Design solutions, as illustrated in Figure 8, included elimi-
nation of the blind fasteners (which would have penetrated the laminates), increased
fastener diameter at adjacent locations and increased skin thickness (local pad to prevent
buckling with the new fastener pattern) . The nacelle attach angle installation was
altered as described above and required other minor changes such as additional shims and
sheat-meta! clips to permit attachment of the aft nacelles and fairings.
3.3.3 Diagonal Brace Fitting Attachment
A tolerance build-up problem was encountered with the "tee" and fitting attachment'
at the upper end of diagonal braces. The braces extend from the upper to lower surface
hat sections. For current installation, the "tee" fittings extend chordv/ise across three
stringers and are attached by blind fasteners through the horizontal "tee" flange and
stringer crown. Prelocation of these fasteners in the upper surface stringer laminates
could have caused misalignment of the holes station-wise due to the span wise tolerance
of the holes. This tolerance effect was considered on the individual laminates, in the
location of the laminate in relation to fhe siringer, and finally in i"he three stringer
locations relative to each other.
To overcome the expected difficulties in locating the "tee" members in this area,
plates were designed to attach through the stringer crown prior to installation of the
stringers to the skin panels os shown in Figure 9. This allowed prelocation of the holes
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in the laminates and the use of standard fasteners to attach the plates. The plate
extends forward and aft of the stringer crown and was made slightly oversize (spanwise-
width) to account for adverse tolerances. The "tees" were altered to provide proper
fit at the brace attachments with the length controlled to pick up the forward and aft
ends of the new plates. Installation of the "tees" is then accomplished by aligning the
"tees" station-wise in line with the lower surface fittings, locating and drilling holes
through the "tee" horizontal flange and plates, and installing standard fasteners.
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4.0 DESIGN SUBSTANTIATION
4.1 STATIC STRENGTH ANALYSIS
The advanced composite-reinforced C-130 center wing box was analyzed in a manner
consistent with, and proved by, previous analyses and tests on existing C-130 series air-
planes. Wing design loads applicable to the C-130B/E extended-service-life airplane
were used to establish the internal load distributions. The internal loads were obtained
by a high-speed digital computer program which used the conventional engineering "unit
beam" theory of bending. Surface shear distributions were established by determination
of the incremental changes in element axial loads and by application of the constant shear-
flow torsion theory. Surface pressures, used for local berding~aha1yses7 were~6bfained~by
combining surface airloads, fuel inertias, and surface crushing loads due to wing bending.
Surface pressures due to structural inertia were negligible and were not included. Thermal
residual stresses due to adhesive cure techniques and operating temperature extremes of
218°K (-67°F) to 344°K (+160°F) were calculated and added to the applied internal loads.
The structural elements of the upper and lower surfaces were analyzed for both tension-
shear and compression-shear interactions by a computer program developed exclusively for
the composite reinforced structural configuration used by the C-130 wing. The program
included the effects of thermal residual stresses, axial loading, lateral shear, and beam
column effects due to the combined action of normal surface pressures and eccentricities
of applied axial loading. Modes of failure were established for the individual components
of the composite structure and included the analysis of general insiability, local instability,
and principal stress levels.
Satisfactory strength levels were demonstrated for the front and rear spar webs by the use
of conventional diagonal-tension field analyses. The upper and lower surface splices were
analyzed for fastener capability using the calculated surface shear distributions. Net
section principal stresses were also calculated at skin panel locations with high fastener
concentrations, including the effects of thermal residual stresses.
Pertinent results of the composite-reinforced center wing static strength analysis are
presented in the following discussion. Torsional and flexural stiffnesses of the wing box are
presented in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. For comparison, the previously published
stiffnesses of the C-130E and C-130B/E center wings are superimposed on the same figures.
Figure 10 shows that the torsional stiffness of the composite-reinforced wing is less than the
stiffnesses of the C-130B/E wing but equal to or greater than the st i f fness of the C-130E wing
This directly reflects the reduction of surface panel thicknesses from C-13QB/E sizes to
thicknesses close to those used for the C-130E wing.. The boron-epoxy laminates are assumed
to provide no contribution to the wing box torsional st i f fness. A considerable increase of
vertical bending stiffness is illustrated in Figure 11, where the stiffness of the composite
reinforced wing is shown to exceed the C-130E and C-130B/E wing st i f fnesses. This is due
to the substantial contribution of the unidirectional boron-epoxy reinforcement in the
soanv/ise direction .
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Thermal residual stresses for the aluminum and boron-epoxy components/ calculated by
the method of analysis described in Appendix B of NASA CR-112126 (Reference 2), are pre-
sented in Figures 12 and 13. Residual stresses for operating temperatures of 218°K (-67°F),
255°K (0°F), 269°K (25°F), and 344°K (160°F) are presented. In addition, to illustrate
the excellent results obtained by the "cool tool" adhesive cure technique, thermal residual
stresses for the assumed room temperature of 297°K (75°F) are presented and show the desired
low stress magnitudes. For convenience of numerical analysis, thermal residual stresses are
plotfed versus "aluminum area ratios," which are defined as follows:
R = Aa ^ 100 (pen
r\ * '^ T-.
where R = aluminum area ratio (percent)
A = aluminum cross-section area of
skin-stringer combination.
A, = boron-epoxy laminate cross-section
area of skin-stringer combination.
To achieve the desired fatigue endurance, the skin-stringer combinations of the compo-
site-reinforced wing were designed nominally for an 80 : 20 distribution of aluminum and
boron-epoxy crosi-sicfIon areas, i.e. R = 80 percent. Variations to the 80 : 20 distribution
were made as necessary to achieve desired strength levels cirj/or to satisfy the tapsr transi-
tion requirements at surface cut-outs and major joints. Typical aluminum area ratios for
several representative upper and lower surface skin-stringer components are shown in Figure
14. Using appropriate orea ratios arid operating temperatures, the thermal residual stresses
for the aluminum and boron-epoxy elements may be obtained from Figures 12 and 13, respec-
tively. In accordance with Lockheed policy, and to cover uncertainties in the prediction
of thermal strains and resulting stresses, a factor of 1 .25 on thermal stresses is used when
such a procedure is conservative; i.e., if the thermal residual stress is additive in terms of
ultimate load stress (1.5 x limit load stress), (he thermal residual stress is multiplied by 1.25
and added to the ultimate load stress.
Conversely, a fccior of 1.0 is used if rhs thermal residua! stress is subfroctive with
regard to ultimate load stress. The thermal residual stress contributions illustrated on
Figures 15 and 16 include the appropriate factors.
Ihe maximum axial stress levels for the aluminum and boron-epoxy elements of ths
composite-reinforced wing are presented on Figures 15 and 16, for upper and lower surfaces,,
respectively. For comparison purposes, the previously published maximum stresses for the
"all aluminum" C-130E and C-130B/E center wings ara superimposed on the icrns figures,
Stress levels for the composite-reinforced wine, including the effect of thermal residual
stresses/ show good agreement with the stress levels of the extended -service-life airplane,
model C-lcOB/E, and indicate that the fatigue endurances cf the two airplanes should be
similar, The maximum aluminum stress level of approximately 310 MN/m^ (45 KSi) for the
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composite-reinforced wing is well below the elastic limit of the 7075-T6 and 7075-T73
aluminum alloys being used. The maximum boron-epoxy stress level is compressive and is
shown on Figure 15 to be approximately 1007 MN/m (146 KSI). This stress is well
below the elastic limit for the material and is below the compressive yield stress of 1517 MN/m
(220 KSI) used for structural analysis.
The static analysis of the structural components affected by the composite reinforcement
show positive margins of safety for all critical load conditions. Representative margins of
safety for the critical components are shown in Table II. In general, the analysis indicates
that the boron-epoxy reinforced skin-stringer components are critical for local instability
(initial buckling) of the reinforced skin elements located directly under the hat-section
stringers. These elements are analyzedjjs[ngAppropriate interactions^of gxjaj, shear, and
local bending stresses. It should be noted that axial and shear stress interactions are main-
tained below initial buckling levels due to the uncertainties and lack of data surrounding
the behavior of the adhesive bond layer in the post-buckling range. Surface-panel regions
with high fastener concentrations, such as spanwise splices and stringer attachments, are
critical for the interaction of net shear and axial stresses. Thermal residual stresses are in-
cluded in the determination of net axial stresses.
The remaining primary structure, including front and rear spar caps, box ribs and W. S.
220 joint details, are identical to the components used on the existing C-1303/E extended
service life airplane and have been shown structurally adequate by previously published
analyses and test results. Since the internal loads affecting these components do not excoed
those previously used, they were not reanalyzed.
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TABLE II. - SUMMARY OF MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY
COMPONENT
UPPER SURFACE
STRINGER NO. 1
UPPER SURFACE
STRINGER NO. 2
UPPER SURFACE
STRINGER NO. 1)
UPPER SURFACE
SPANWISE SPLICE
UPPER SURFACE
SPANWISE SPLICE
LOWER SURFACE
STRINGER NO. 21
LOV/ER SURFACE
STRINGER NO. 13
LOWER SURFACE
STRINGER NO. U
LOWER SURFACE
NACELLE FITTING
FRONT SPAR
WEB
REAR SPAR
WEB
LOCATION
W. S.
68.0
132.0
201.0
63.0
138.0
2C1.0
87.0
87.0
178.0
70.0
70.0
LOAD
.CONDITION
SYMMETRIC
MANEUVER
SYMMETRIC
MANEUVER
SYMMETRIC
MANEUVER
SYMMETRIC
MANEUVER
ACCELERATED
AILERON ROLL
SYMMklRIC
MANEUVER
SYMMETRIC
MANEUVER
SYMMETRIC
VERTICAL
GUST
POSITIVE
TORQUE
SURGE
SYMMETRIC
MANEUVER
SYMMETRIC
VERTICAL
GUST
OPERATING
TEMP.
°K/(°F)
34V(160)
344
'W)
3%60)
344/(<60)
2!8/(-67)
21S/(-67)
218/(-67>
2
'
8
'(-67)
S
^^*
/
FAILURE
MODE
LOCAL INSTABILITY OF
REINFORCED SKIN ELEMENT
LOCAL INSTABILITY OF
REINFORCED SKIN ELEMENT
LOCAL INSTABILITY OF
REINFORCED SKIN ELEMENT
NET SHEAR-COMPRESSION
FAILURE OF SKIN PANEL
FASTENER BEARING
FAILURE IN SKIN PANEL
LOCAL INSTABILITY Or SKIM
ELL.V^'MT BETWEEN STRINGERS
NET SHEAR-TENSION FAILURE
OF SKIN PANEL
NET SHEAR-TENSION FAILURE
OF SKIN PANEL
FASTENER BEARING FAILURE
IN SKIN PANEL
WEB TEAR FAILURE
AT FASTENER LINE
WES TEAR FAILURE
AT FASTENER
F " ~MARGIN
OF
SAFETY
.04
„
.12
.03
.0)
.03
.001
.02
.23
.06
.15
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4.2 FATIGUE ENDURANCE ANALYSIS
An analysis was conducted to compare the fatigue endurance of the boron-epoxy
reinforced center wing end the current all-aluminum C-130B/E center wing. In assessing
the comparative fatigue endurance, this study demonstrated that the C-130E boron-epoxy
reinforced center wing box possesses a fatigue capability equal to or greater than that of
the C-130B/E all-aluminum center wing.
4.2.1 Analysis Approach
Demonstration of the fatigue capability of the boron-epoxy center wing was accom-
plished using both the fatigue test spectra loading currently being used in the C-130B/E
fatigue test and a selected mix of the USAF nine mission requirements. The purpose of
computing the fatigue endurance by both the test spectra loads and the flight spectra loads
was to ascertain the fatigue capability of the boron-epoxy reinforced center wing when it
is subjected to the loading of the scheduled full-scale test of Phase IV and the typical
flying conditions of Phase V.
Three basic parameters are required to define the fatigue endurance of a structure.
These are: (1) the operational usage in terms of mission profiles and utilizations/ (2) the
design stress level, and (3) the structural qualify level^JA . Using these parameters in
conjunction with Miner's Therory of Cumulative Damage, relatively reliable fatigue endu-
rances can be determined by analytical procedure's'.
The pararnater, operational uscge, when presented in terms of mission profiles and
utilizations defines the aircraft configuration in terms of gross weight, fuel, cargo, etc.,
and the environmental conditioni to which it is subjected. Mecn load levels (1.0 g loads)
are primarily computed on the basis of the operational configuration; variable loads ore
determined by statistical analysis cf the environment. In combination, the mean and vari-
able loads produce the fatigue load?- for specific areas of structure.
The quality level, Kf.,is defined as the numerical value of an effective stress concen-
tration factor which yields a Miner's damage of unity. In addition to local geometry, a
number of uncontrolled variables are included in the de-termination of the quality level of a
specific area of a complex structure such as a wing box. These variables include:
i Material inconsistencies such as anisotropy, non-homogeneity, Inelasticity, inclusions,
voids, variations in physical properties, end grain size.
ii Manufacturing variables such as tolerances causing variations in part size and thickness,
surface finish, fastener size, hoie size, joint friction, and assembly errors.
in Orhsr variables such as non-linear slippage of joints, local plastic yielding at points
cf high stress concentration, complexity and redundancy of locd paths, fretting cf joints,
fretting corrosion, design errors, irregularity of service uscge, and external loadings.
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The second parameter, the design stress level, is a value equal to the maximum stress
to which a particular compenent is subjected under maximum or envelope design load.
This maximum stress value, together with the envelope design load, forms a ratio that is
used to convert the fatigue loads into usable stress spectra. This is accomplished by multi-
plying the fatigue loads (loads spectra) by the stress-to-load ratio.
The first two parameters are definable for any given operational use and structural con-
figuration. Due to non-linear notch behavior, the third parameter, quality level, can not be
accurately determined by analysis of the local geometry. Comparison of observed fatigue
performance of a structural location with the performance of laboratory coupons having nom-
inal (elastic) values of quality level through the application of Miner1s cumulative damage
theory yields the "test-demonstrated quality level" for the location. The quality level is
-oonsidered-to-beva-fune-t-ion-only-of-loeal-geometry-and-provides the-parameter-by-which
changes in operational use and/or design stress level may be evaluated. The quality level
reflects the fatigue sensitivity of the particular structural configuration and provides the
parameter by which changes in operational use and/or design stress level may be evaluated.
4.2.2 Analysis Criteria
Aluminum is the parent material of the composite-reinforced structure. The fatigue
analysis of the 80 : 20 aluminum to boron-epoxy cross-sectional crea distribution is based
on the concept that the aluminum is the more fa'igue-susceptible material of the bonded
structure. Fail-safe considerations confirm this concept, os loss of the boron-epoxy laminate;
during operotionnl usage ond applied limit load would not result in catastrophic failure.
The fatigue-endurance analysis of the borcn-cpoxy center wing was based on the
foi lowing criteria:
o The aluminum material is more fatigue-susceptible than the boron-epoxy or the
adhesive bond.
o The computed fatigue endurance of the C-13GE boron-epoxy reinforced center
wing box is bcsed on the stresses in an aluminum area which has ihe same exten-
sionai rigidity as that of the composite-reinforced section:
Ea'A equivalent = Ea-Aa !' F.b"Ab
o When compering the fotigue endurance of the boron-epoxy reinforced center
wing box with that of the C-130B/E structure, the quality level, K.., is considered
to be the same for both structures ct each location.
o A mean structural operating temperature of 225°K (0°F) is established for the
lower surface. This temperature is seleered because most lower surface fatigue
davTicge occurs at altitude whon structural temperatures ere low.
o A mean structural operating temperature of 269°l\ (25°F) is established for the
upper surface. Fatigue dama<>; on the upper surface is primarily due to ground-air-
ground loading cycles.
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4.2.3 Fatigue-Susceptible Areas
The C-130E boron-epoxy reinforced center wing and the C-130B/E center wing were
analyzed at wing stations 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, and 214 for both the
upper and lower surfaces. The stress-to-moment ratios for these locations are plotted versus
wing station in Figure 17, and show that at any station the aluminum alloy stress is lower in
the composite-reinforced structure than in the original all-aluminum structure. This factor
is the major contributor to improved fatigue performance. Variations in the curve shape of
the composite-reinforced stress-moment ratio curves which do not appear in tho C-1303/E
stress-moment ratio curves are due primarily to more rigorous analysis of the compcsife-
reinforced wing box at more locations. Multiplication of the applied wing bending moment
-(MXXby_rh3_stress^_momentjrgtic^yjeidjJhe tension stress jfor _the^surfacs_.
4.2.4 Operational Loads
The fatigue endurance of any aircraft is partly determined by the type and frequency
of missions flown. The mission profiles and their utilization rates are the basis for computing
msan and variable load levels acting on different components of the aircraft. Mean loads
are derived on a single-load-level occurrence basis; variable loads are developed by an
exponential distribution form.
Each of the nine mission profiles for the C-130B/E aircraft as ur-ed by the USAF h
described by a representative mission profile. Mission utilization depsnds en the baso
and/or the command to which the aircraft is assigned. A fatigue evaluation can be per-
formed when utilization data are combined with '.he basic nine mission profiles.
C-1303/E aircraft usage data taken from reported utilization of the USAF flset were
used to determine the combination of the nine mission profiles currently being flown, These
data were obtained over the 12-rnonth period from Juna 1971 to June 1972. The percent
utilization of each mission is listed in Table III. This typical cpsrotional u£2 is also referred
to as "nine-mission utilization."
TABLE III.- C-130 MISSION DISTPxIBUTION
Mission
1 . Proficiency Training
2. Basic Training
3. Shuttle-
4. Short Range Logistics
5. Long Range Logistics
6. Air Drop
7. Storm Reconnaissance
8. Combat Training
9. Low LeveI
Percent
Utilization
11.7
6.5
7.5
25.3
27.7
3.8
0.0
11.5
6.0
91.5
2
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z
UJ
-115JL
85.4
(14)
79.3
(13)
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The Lockheed-Georgia DART (Damage Analysis in Rapid Time) computer program was
modified to accept the stress-to-lead ratios and the residual stresses in the basic aluminum
structure due to bonding. The DART program calculated fatigue endurance using the combi-
nation of the nine C-130 mission profiles for each of the fatigue-susceptible locations previ-
ously defined in Section 4.2.3. Quality level versus fatigue endurance curves for both the
C-130B/E and C-130E boron-epoxy reinforced center wing using the operational loads are
presented in Appendix C. Representative quality level versus fatigue endurance curves for
typical upper and lower surface locations are presented in Figures 18 and 19. At any parti-
cular structured location, the quality level for the composite-reinforced wing box is expected
to be the same as that for the C-130B/E wing box. The curves show that, at equivalent qual-
ity levels, the endurance of the composite wing box is greater than that of the C-130B/E wing
"box", :
4.2.5 Test Spectra Loading
The large number of load levels presented in the analytical spectrum prohibit its use
as a test spectra, since it would not be economically feasible to provide the complex systems
and rigs required to apply such loading to a test airframe. Because of fhis, the analytical
spectrum is simplified to a test spectrum of 18 load levels.
The basic rule for test spectrum development states that reasonable simulation of flight
locds wil l be provided when the calculated damage, based on Miner's Theory,, is the same at
a paii'iculcr quell1/ love! for ths seme number of dam eg ing cycles of the portion of the ana!)'"
tical fatigue load spectrum being considered. The co-.np'exi'y of the load; spoctra, involving
a large number of incremental and mean loads, requires o vast number of crithmstric calcula-
tions to simplify the spectra to a usable form. Existing computer programs were used to handle:
the data and perform the necessary calculations. The number of load levels used in tha test
spectra depends on the variety of mission profiles required. In the C-130B/E wing test, two
separate loads spectra (desicina^ed Spectra A and Spectra 3) had been applied. Therefore,
comparative endurances for both spectra were included in the analysis of the composite rein-
forced structure. Quality level versus fatigue endurance curves for typical upper and lower
surface locations are presented in Figures 20 and 21. Curves for all wing stations analyzcc!
are presented in Appendix C. The boron-epoxy reinforced structure shows greater fatigue
endurance than the C-130B/E aluminum reinforced structure.
4.2.6 Fatigue Endurance Conclusions
The superior fatigue capability of the C-130E boron-epoxy reinforced center v/ing is
analytically demonstrated by comparison with the endurance of the C-1303/i: model a! riis
fatigue-critical areas selected for study. The calculated fatigue-endurance of the boron-
epoxy reinforced wing is greater than rhe endurance of- the C-130B/E center.wing when the
wing box is subjected to the ioads of current operational usage or the test spectra loads for
quality levels of 4.0 to 12.0, inclusively.
The demons fro fed quality level is ihe basis for correlating Hie Phase I panel fatigue
test results to the Phase IV full-:;cala center v/ing box testing and the Phase V operational
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wing boxes. The quality level as determined by the component testing may be applied to
the same structural areas on the full-scale wing box. With the exception of the premature
stringer crack on fatigue specimen PF-2 and the "nuisance" crack of the stringer run-out of
specimen PF-1, all the component panel specimens exhibited fatigue performance equal to
that of the C-130B/E component panels. Table IV lists the quality levels of stations which
exhibited fatigue cracking during the Phase I testing.
Typical operational endurance data from Appendix C (nine-mission utilization as speci-
fied in Table 111) are cross-plotted against wing station for representative values of quality
level. Using Phase I test-demonstrated quality level (Table IV), the operational endurance
is calculated and superimposed on the curves of Figures 22 and 23. Similar ly/ available
ful l-scale C-130B/E tes_t-demon£trated quality level operational endurance data are plotted
in Figures 22 and 23 at the appropriate wing station. ~ '
With regard to the PF-1 stringer runout crack with Ky > 12 (Figure 22), it is noted that
the cracking resulted from an ah
 r;cal machining condition. Furthermore, other adjacent
stringers with ostensibly identical configuration (hence Kj) concluded 80,000 simulated
flight hours of testing without cracking. These rwo results indicate that an appropriate
representative quality level for that location is considerably less than 12. The corresponding
C-130B/E component panel test survived 150,000 simulated flight hours without cracking,
indicating that the quality level for this location is less than 8,0. This result (Ky = 8.0)
is also shown in Figure 22.
Based on the quality levels demonstrated by Phase I tests and C-1303/E component pane!
tests, and those now being demonstrated by the C-130B/E full-scale lest, the operational
(spscified nine-mission) endurance exceeds the 40,000-f light-hour requirement.
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IV. -OBSERVED QUALITY LEVELS IN
PHASE I FATIGUE TESTS
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
OBSERVED
QUALITY
--L-EV-E-L—
LOCATION
I30-JE- 0.315m (12.4 in.) wide and 0.985m (38.8 in.)
long, two-stiffener section of lower surface wing
plank to W.S. 220 rainbow joint transition
fitt ing
6.65 W.S. 220
I30-JE-4
I30-PF-I
I30-PF-2
I30-PF-3
I30-PF-4
Identical to I30-JE-! except- for minor changes
in laminate configurations and aluminum/
boron-epoxy bond cycle
0.22
1.016 m (40.0 in.) wide and 3.658 m (144 in.)
long, two plank (six-stiffener) upper surface
specimen which includes W . S . 0 door opening
>I2.0
1.016 m (40.0 in.) wide and 3.20 m (126 in.)
long, two plank (six-stiffener) upper surface
specimen which includes W.S . 220 rainbow
fitting
>I2.0
0.432 m (17 in.) wide and 1.524 m (60 in.) long,
s':igle plank (three-stiffener) lowersurface
specimen which includes W .S .220 rainbow
fitting
9.74
Two 0.152 m (6.0 in.) wide and 1.092 m
(43.0 in.) long, sing!" inff»ner specimens to
<6.0
simulate upper sur face
termination areas
' . 5 . 0 door stringer
W.S. 210
W.S. 17
W.S. 20?
W.S. 217
W.S. 17
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4.3 FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Flutter analyses were conducted to evaluate the effects of any stiffness changes due
to the boron-epoxy reinforced center wing box on the airplane flutter characteristics. The
results of these analyses were compared with results of similar analyses of the original C-130E
and the C-130B/E with a metal-reinforced center wing box. Previous C-130 flutter analyses
and flutter model tests have shown that 22 percent internal wing fuel for normal burning sequence
is the most critical internal wing fuel condition. Figure 24 shows typical flutter speed versus
percent of internal wing fuel. Under normal fuel management, the external tank is emptied
before 22 percent internal wing fuel is reached but the flutter speed/is further reduced if the
fuel is mismanaged and the external tank contains fuel; therefore, the empty and full external
tank conditions with 22 percent internal wing fuel are considered in the C-13Q8/E flutter
analyses. .
Uncoupled canti levered component vibration moc!c;i were ineriially coupled to obtain
free-free airplane vibration mr.Jcs. Fifteen symmetric free-free elastic modes, rigid body
pitch, vertical translation, and fore and aft translation were used in the symmelric flutter
analyses. Fifteen antisymmetric free-free elastic modes, rigid body lateral translation, roll,
and yaw were used in the antisymmetric flutter analyses.
Oscillatory aerodynamic louds were applied to the wing, vertical stabilizer, end
horizontal stabilizer using modified strip-theory aerodynamic coefficients. The flutter
analyses were conducted using atmospheric conditions at an altitude of 4267m (14,000 ft.),
Previous C-^30 analyses have shown this altitude to be the most cri t ical from th^ f lutter
viewpoint.
As in previous analyses, symmetric flutter speeds are considerably higher than rhe corres-
ponding antisymmetric flutter speeds; therefore, only the more crit ical anKsymrrw'ric f lutter
spseds are presented. The results obtained are summarized in Figure 25.
The results show the flutter charade-mi ics obtained using the original C-130F-, mstal-
reinforced canter wing, and boron-epoxy reinforced renter wing stiffnesr.es ere essentially
identical. For these analyses, the boron-epoxy reinforced center v/ing rcrsiona! iiiffness
was considered to be the same as the original C-130E center wing torsionai stiff.-.ess, and
the boron-epoxy reinforced center wing vertical bending stiffness was considered to be- the
same as the metal-reinforced canter wing ver i ical bonding itiflYiC.is. Venations in rhe wing
vertical bending stiffness above and below the assumed values of the boron-epoxy reinforced
center wing do not cause any appreciable reduction in the flutter speed.
With normal fuel managernen!1, flutter speeds are above 1.15 V[_ (i.e. 1.15 times limit
speed) for ;ne C-130E with the boron-epoxy reinforced center wing box. This .satisfies appli-
cable .Viilitary -Specification requiremo.-irs. Under cbnormjl fuel sequence, the aircraft with
the composite-reinforced center win;; box is subject to the same speed restrictions as those
imposed on rhe original C-130E and the C-130B/E metal-reinforced center wing airplane-.
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4.4 WEIGHT PREDICTION
Although weight saving was not a major program goal and was actually subordinate to
accomplishment of flight service program goals, it is an important factor, and a weight saving
of 229 kg (506 Ibs.) is predicted. This prediction is based on actual calculations from the
final production drawings listed in Appendix B and represents a saving in total box structural
weight of slightly more than 10 percent. For the upper and lower surface panels, which were
the only areas modified with composite reinforcement, the percentage of weight saved is
actually much higher, 16.4 percent.
The weight saved on the upper surface is 142 kg (313 Ibs.) out of 726 kg (1600 Ibs.) or
19.;, percent of the stringer and panel weight. The boron-epoxy laminate added to achieve
this reduction is 85 kg (187 !bs.). The weight savings~on The"Tower surface is~9Tk"g~(20"]lbsT)~
out of 671 kg (1480 Ibs.), or 13.6 percent of the stringer and panel v/uiyht. The boron-epoxy
laminate added to achieve this reduction is 74 kg (163 Ibs.).
Table V summarizes the overall weight of the composite-reinforced center wing box.
structure based on the predicted saving and a basic a'l-meial box weight of 22-43 kg (4944- Ibs.}
It is of interest to note that, in the areas where reinforcement was added, a metal
removed/composite added ratio between 2.2 and 2.7 was achieved. This indicates a high
potential for weight saving in future composite-reinforced metal designs vvhrrn less conser-
vative criteria may be established than those used for this particular design.
TABLE V. - SUMMARY OF OVERALL WeiGr iT OF CO.VJ'GSiTE-KEINFCl-CfD
CENTER WING BOX STRUCTURE
Center Wing
Box Structure
Upper
Surface
Lower
Surface
Other
(.nibs, spars,
bracks try/
etc.)
TOTAL
Weight of
Metal
Structure
(kg)
726
671
846
2243
(Ib.)
1600
1480
1864
4944
Metal
Removed
(kg)
227
165
I 4 ![Added!
'388
(Ib.)
500
364
8 ,
Added!
Boron- Epoxy
Added
(kg) |(lb.)
85
74
-
187
163
..
i
356 159 350
Weight
Saved
(kg)
142
91
-4
229
(Ib.)
313
201
-8
506
•• — • - -
Weight of
Beron-Epoxy
Reinforced
Structure
(ks)
584
5P>0
850
20)4
(Ib.)
12P7
1279
1872
1
/>/, T ',»
•*'-.-Ou
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5.0 MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
5.1 MATERIALS
New material development for this program was minimal and was limited to adhesives
and their processing. This development work, conducted during Phase I, provided a low-
temperature curing adhesive system for bonding boron-epoxy laminates to aluminum.
Other materials such as bcron-epoxy preirnpregnated tape, aluminum, sealants, finishes,
titanium, and fasteners were procured and/or processed to the requirements of existing
Lockheed specifications.
5_. 2_PiLQC ESSIS
Difficulties in manufacturing boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum structures are created
by the differences in coefficients of thermal expansion for the two adherends. These
differences cause residual stresses in the bonded structure at temperatures other than
the cure temperature. Process development effort was directed to minimization of this
problem and culminated in the "cool tool" restrain, process. This process has been
previously discussed in detail in the Phase I final report (NASA CR-I 12126} and is not
repeated herein. Other processing relative to boron-epoxy lamination and surface
preparation \vas accomplished in accordance with exist ing Lockheed speci f icat ions.
5.3 SPECIFICATIONS
Three material and process specifications were revised or prepared and published
during Phase It. The boron-epoxy material and process specif ications (STA/i/2-450 and
STP60-2G2, respectively) were revised to eliminate rninor packaging piobiems and to reduce
the amount of acceptance testing for receiving inspection. Only one of the speci f icat ion
mechanical property requirements was changed. The material specif ication (STM22-450)
average flexural modulus properly requirement was reduced to 190. GN/m
(27.5 x 10 psi), which is the value most commonly required throughout the industry.
The changes do not compromise either proarom requirements or material quality but allow
a more workable p.- rkaging arrangement and slightly less proof testing. These changes
he/e been mode and the documents published. The mechmicsl property requirements
contained in the material specification STM22-450 are listed in Table VI.
A process specification, STP60-205, which defines the bonding of cured boron-e: *->•;)•
laminates to aluminum was prepared and published do'iing 'his repenting period. This
document provides the usual processing requirements reloriv-; ro surface prepaiation,
material contiol, environmental control,, p i ' >oess con:.'roi OPKJ inspection requirements.
Hov/ever,. in addition to these normal br,:,d;ng specif ica: ion requirements, additional
requirements are imposed io achieve a bo rial ins which is low in s t ress at room lernpemtuis .
Aiso, authorisation fo ra low-temperature J386 '-'. 8.3°K (235 - !5°F)ladhesivc cure eye It-
is included .
TABLE VI. - ROOM TEMPERATURE A^ECHANICAL PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS
PROPERTY
0° Flexure Strength
0° Flexure Modulus
90° Flexure Strength
0* Horizontal Shear Strength
0° Tensi-l- S-t-r^ngth
0° Tensile Modulus
90° Tensile Strength
90° Tensile Modulus
0° Tensile Strain
90° Tensile Strain
UNIT
GN/m2(103psi)
GN/m2 (106psi)
MN/m2 (103psi)
MN/m2 (103psi)
..G.N/m2 (103psi)
GN/rn2 (106ps<)
MN/m2 (103psi)
GN/rn2 (106ps')
£im/m (10 iii. /in.)
jim/m ( in. /in.)
REQUIRED
AVERAGE
1.65(240.0)
190. (27. 5)
89.6(13.0)
89.6(13.0)
Not Specified
207. (30.0)
75.8(11.0)
20.0(2.9)
6000(6000)
4100(4100).
MINIMUM
INDIVIDUAL
1.55(225.0)
179. (26.0)
75.8(11.0)
75.8(11.0)
1.24(160,0)
193. (28.0)
62.1(9.0)
18.6(2.7)
Not Specif ltd
4000(4000)
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6.0 MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT
6.1 BONDING STUDIES
Under the Advanced Development portion of this program, considerable advances
were made in the bonding of boron-epoxy laminates to aluminum components. The
high coefficient of thermal expansion for aluminum and the low coefficient for boron-
epoxy creates extreme warpage when the two elements are bonded together at elevated
temperatures. A process was developed in which a steel tool was used for restraining
the aluminum at elevated temperatures while keeping the steel tool at room temperature
with the use of insulation between the aluminum and steel. The pressure for bonding
4s-oppiied-using-a-pr.essur-e-hose--resirai.nedJn_a_cha.nnfij_o^er_tJie_bg_ron-epo>;y strip to
be bonded. The channel is mechanically secured to the steel tool. During the
Development Phase, this technique was used for bonding all specimens fabricated.
Sines the largest specimen fabricated was only 3.66 rn (144 in.) long, additional
efforts in Phase II were directed to bonding full length, 10.8m (426 in.), boron-
epoxy laminates to the aluminum stringers and wing plonks.
6 .1 .1 Laminate Preparation
Boron-epoxy laminates were prepared which were representative of the laminate;
to be used in the C-130 composite-reinforced center wing box. Standard lay-up and
bagging techniques were used in the preparation cf thesn laminar??. Included in thp.
study v/as the measurement of the hole spacing for the tooling pin hole; used in the
assembly of the stringers to the wing plank. These holes were measured after lay-up
in the uncured laminate, after curing the laminate and after bonding. Although there
was a measurable movement between the holes for each of rhe cure cycles, the move-
ment was within the tolerance required for matching these tooling holes in the assembly
f ixture. The cured laminate strips are shown in Figure 26 .
6.1.2 Tooling for Bonding Cycle
For these studies a special steel frcrne '.vo: mounted on top of an existing long, f lat,
aluminum bonding tool. The frame was made with steel channel welded into a
rectangular box shape. The ends of the aluminum skin or stringer component are
butted apoinst the ends of the steel frame to provide restraint during bonding. Figure 27
ihr/.vs /he frame on the tool wi th the 2 V; cm (1.0 in.) /Marcnit9 insulating board positioned
and !ne technician installing ihe Nichrome healer blanker on top of the insulation.
Ail o'her parts, including heover and ij-:su' !ation, '-vere the same type as used in Phase !
and documented in NASA CR-i 1 2 1 2 6 . The .Ueel bars, pressure hose, and hose containment
v/ere fabricated for the full-length tool ond assembled as shown in Figure 28 .
->| 5.08 cm (2.00 in.)<
;| WIDE LAMINATE :;
'•\ i - f . .'' '" •-•*^**-*^^v';>iV i^-"^-*T,* •;•'. *r " - - '''•'
/ • Mp -J^ 2.29 cm (0.90 in.)f •• 'J
- • -^X*'^ V5 \ A / I Pi C I A t. < I K 1 A TC f -3Wl D E LAMI NATE
' ' '
:
"~ ~
I
:•
FIGURE 26. -.BORON-EPOXY LAMINATES FOR
FULL SCALE BONDING TEST
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I •
\ /•^ -.-ifi.iiiLi
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FIGURE 27. - tXPLRIf-.A.ENTAL TOOL, HEATER
INSTALLATION
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Heating elements were fabricated in four separate zones and were powered and
manually controlled usiag the panels shown in Figure 29 . Each heating zone was
controlled by a separate temperature controller with the control temperature feedback
being made with a thermocouple circuit measuring the temperature of the Nichrome
ribbon in the center of the heating element.
To help maintain more uniform temperature distribution, insulating blankets were
placed over the assembly during the bonding cycle.
6.1.3 Laminate-to-Sfringer Bond
A fu II length stringer was obtained from the C-130 production line a f te r it had been
rejected by Inspection for being out of mo7cKming~to~leTa'ncir; The~~stringerwas-fhen!
remachiried to rhe C-I30E configuration and the sulphuric .-;cid anodizing was stripped
from the surfaces. After hand-cleaning the bonding surface, the stringer was locked
in the too! with the ends restrained within the steel frame.
Since the metal stringer (as received) had a bow in two directions (vertical and
horizontal), it was straightened with clamps and hand pressure in the tool. The
adhesive v/as applied to the stringer and the boron-epoxy strip positioned using a pin
to align the hole in the laminate to the fixed hole in one end of the stringer. Only
one end of the laminate was fixed so that it could freely expand around the hole during
the cure cycle. The standard bond cycle established for the program was used.
After bonding, the stringer was actual ly strci^htv.; iii^n ii had baen prior tc
installation in the tool. The completed port is shown in Figure 30 . Assessment indicate
that ihe composite-reinforced stringer wi l l be straight and acceptable for production use.
6.1.4 Larninate-to-V/ing Plank Bond
As in the case of the stringer, a strapped winy plank which had been rejected for
use in C-130 production v/as obtained for the study. The plank was a middle, lowei
surfaca, C-130 wing plank which has two access openings and consequently has a large
variation in cross-sectional area. The plank was sewed lengthwise into strips which
were representative of the width to be leir.fr-rced by one boron-itpoxy strip. Afiei being
cleaned and prepared for bonding, the plank ,vas positioned in the tool and restrained at
the ends. Standard "cool tool" bonding procedures were followed in making the laininaf;
to-aluminum bend. In the first attempt, a failure in the temporary tooling occurred which
essent ia l ly allowed the bond to be completed without restraint to ths aluminum. As
shown in rigure 31 , the resulting bonded assembly wos .-veveraly warped. The resulting
bow fo length'ratio was about 1 fo 7.
The tool problem was corrected and i'he bond cycle was repeated w i s h good resul ts
as shown in Figures 32 and 33 . Some waipaga v/as ilili evident. The bow wns sinusoidal
wi th reverse bows occurring in tlie thin suctions of flic- plank. Figure 34 i l lus t ra tes the
ease of straightening out the bows in th is plank w i s h only hand pressure being applied.
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FIGURE 34. - STRAIGHTENING ALUMINUM/BORON-EPOXY
PLANK WITH HAND PRESSURE
In addition to this hand-straightening operation, the wing plonk and stiffener
were clamped together with C-clamps. Spacing of the clamps left short areas where
gaps were present between the plank and stringer. Figure 35 shows these gaps being
removed with finger pressure.
The full-length bonding studies have thus conclusively shown that, with proper
tooling, parts can be bonded to provide a bond line with a !ow stress at room'temperature,
The resulting low warpage will allow assembly into a full wing box with a minimum of
difficulty.
6.2 HOLE GENERATION
A successful method for generating holes in boron-e'poxyHamlnares-rein-for&ed-w-Uri-
titanium was developed during Phase I and is fully uescribv;:.! in NASA CR-I I 2i 26.
Efforts were continued during Phase II to improve hole quality. In punching holes in
the uncured boron-epoxy laminu...;-, the punch would sometimes strike the edge of a
predrilled hole in the tiianium doubler. This problem is related fo properly positioning
the titanium doublers and holding this position during the punching operation. To
alleviate the problem, the holes in the titanium were slightly enlarged and the punch
diameter was reduced.
As a seconder)' check of the effect of hole quality on assembly strength, the
rainbow strap area of Phase I fatigue test specimen !30 PF-2 was cut out of one stringer
and tested. This specimen had several holes which were relat ively low quality. Al!
holes were pulled in double shear on the fosterers (twice '•':'•::. load experienced in
single shear for the actual assembly); in all he Us tested, Hit fastener failed. There
was no failure in the boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum, which indicates that adequate
strength can exist even in relatively poor holes. The procedural changes noted above,
however, ere allowing production of murh impioved hole quality end wi l l be used.
6.3 BLIND FASTENER INSTALLATION STUDY
During the Phase I fabrication of fatigue test specimen 130 PF-2, two delaminations
occurred during installation of blind fasteners. A study was initiated, therefore, to
determine how much back-up was required to contain rhe rv/ngmg action of the Ivlind
fastener on installation.
A 35-p!y unidirectional laminate of boron-epoxy we', available urd
was bonded to a piece of 7.950 mrn (0.313 in.) thick aluminum. Three different thick-
nesses of 7075-T6 aluminum, 0.50S mm (0.020 in.), 1.016 inn; (0.040 in..), and
1.524 mm (0.060 in.), were bonded fo the Lac'-. ;ine <•;• '!•;£ boron-epoxy laminate using
a room-temperature-curing epoxy adhesive .
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Holes were drilled through the aluminum/boron-epoxy sandwich using a step
drilling process to a diameter one drill size less than the diameter of the required hole.
The hole was then reamed to full diameter for the fastener. The resulting hole had a
burr on the break out side in all three of the aluminum thicknesses being checked. This
burr was removed before installation of the fastener.
After installation of the blind fasteners, the specimens were sliced through the
fasteners. It appeared that the 0.508 mm (0.020 in.) thick material showed some
swaging action into the boron-epoxy laminate. Both the 1.016 mm (0.040 in.) and
1.524 mm (0.060 in.) thick back-up plates were satisfactory. Figure 36 shows the
cutaway view of the three thicknesses. .•
As a result of this study,ths design drawings specify that a 1.016 mm (0.040 in.)
thick 7075-T6 aluminum reinforcing plate be bonded to the blind surface O"Hire~l"arrrmate-
at blind fastener hole locations.
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7.0. COST/PRODUCIBILITY DEVELOPMENT
7.1 COST ESTIMATES
7.1.1 Labor Cost Estimates
Preliminary cost projections for production quantities of C-130 center wing boxes
reinforced with boron-epoxy have been made based on ihe cost data developed during
the phase I fabrication of the three fatigue test components. These manufacturing
manhours were projected to a full-size C-130 center wing box for all of the compos! te-
-re fated-work-.— No-cost-changes-in-tJie-alummum_str_uj:Jw
design effort. Consequently, all costs shown ere cost increments to the aluminum
baseline.
Table V!l shows the distribution of basic monhours for each area of manufacturing
operations. These manhours are for composite fabrication and assembly operations at
the 200th center wing box unit.
Figure 37 shows the manhours required to reinforce the C-130 center wing box
with boron-epoxy for increasing quantities of production units.
7.1.2 Mete-rid Cost Estirr.orer,
The C-130 center wing assembly used 159 kg (350 ib.) of boron-epoxy [.'I'ein'ipr^g-
nated tape; 85 kg (187 ib.) in the upp^r surface and 74 k.q (163 Ib.) in the lower surface.
At a material uscge rate of 1.1 and an assumed cost for boron-epoxy rape of $221/!<ilogrcrr;
($100/pound), a material cost of $38,500 per center wing results. Additional moit-rials
such as adhe-:ive and titanium chim stock might oiH another $1000 for a total material
cost increase of $39,500 for a boron-epo.v/ ruintc-rcs^J center wing box,
7.1.3 Summary of Estimated Incremental Cos.is
The total cost increase to add boron-epoxy reinforcement to the C-I30E center wing
box is piojcicted for the 200th production unit as follows:
Labor
695 manhours x $ 12.00/manhcur - S8,3"SO
Mai-erial
$38,500 (boron-epoxy it.pc) •'•• :• 1,000 (adhesive, etc,) = $39,500
Toto! Cost Increase (200th unii)
Labor -r Material - $47,840
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TABLE VII. - PROJECTED MANHOUR DISTRIBUTION FOR COMPOSITE FABRICATION
AND ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS AT THE 200th PRODUCTION UNIT
Man Hours
Percent
Titanium
Fabrication
106
15.2
Boron-Epoxy
Lay Up
80
1 1 . 5
Cure Laminate
and
Bond Panels
459
66.0
Produce
Holes
50
, 7.3
Total
695
100.0
z
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•C-130 CENTER WING BOX UNITS
FIGURE 37. - COMPOSITE FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
MANHOURS VERSUS C-130 CENTER WING BOX
UNITS PRODUCED (ESTIMATED DATA)
At a total weight saving of 229 kg (506 Ib.), the computed value per unit of
weight saved is:
$47,840 -r 229 kilograms = $208.91/1<iiogram
$47,840 -r 506 pounds = $94.55/pound
7.2 PRODUCIBILITY
The aluminum structure of the boron-epoxy reinforced C-130 center wing box is
essentially unchanged from a production standpoint. All changes made to the box structure
"are~in^the-surface-panel-Gssemb!ies-and-are-wi-thin-Gurr-ent C-"-l-30-produciion-pract.i_ces.
Machining practices are unchanged. Change1.', involving finishing, sealing, and assembly
are within basic C-130 wing box manufacturing practices.
Bcrcn-epoxy reinforcement fabrication practices and concepts were developed during
Phase I.. These same concepts have been translated into the full-scale center wing box
design. Special effort was made throughout design development to reduce or eliminate .
the impact of the addition of boron-epoxy reinforcement.
Installation of the completed reinforced center wing box will be the same as fas-
regular production center wing boxes.
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8.0 RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
A reliability and quality assurance program was continued in accordance with a
NASA-approved program plan. The plan, which complies with required elements of
NASA specifications NHB 5300.4 (IA and IB), was revised during Phase II to
incorporate program changes in the subsequent production and test phases.
8.1 RELIABILITY PROGRAM
The objective of the C--130 composite-reinforced wing box reliability program is
to attain a high level of inherent reliability in system design; to assure that this level
of reliability is not degraded j^rou g hc j^l^ tj2e;_pj^ uc_ti PJI/. 1^ >. and operaiio no I phase s;
and to provide to NASA the assurance and visibility that specified reliability require-
ments are achieved. During Phase II, reliability program activit ies were primarily
concerned with detail design and manufacturing development. A continuing program .
of informal reviews, bisveekiy status meetings, and quarterly program reviews was used
to assess progress and identify and resolve problems.
8.1.1 Reliability Progress
As derail design progresses, drawings v/ere reviewed for reliability adequacy.
The number of fasteners v/hich penetrate the boroh-epoxy has been minimized by
redesigning plumbing brackets end revising fastener hole patterns. Several potential
manufacturing problems were thereby successfully avoided. Formal srctic sirenarn,
fatigue endurance, and flutter analyses have been completed which show the final
design to be suitable for the intended application.
Favorable results were obtained in the single stringer and short panel compiession
tests as well as in the buckling evaluation fests. Thus, the questions arising from the
Phase I buckling tests have been resolved and- the adequacy of the buckling analysis has
been demonstrated.
Work on n jferial and process specifications was satisfactorily completed. Each
specification was reviewed for reliability adequacy. Several changes were incorporated
in process specification STP 60-205 to strengthen and clari fy (he requirements for
bonding c-jred boron-epoxy laminates to aluminum.
Significant manufacturing development progress wcs made in Phase II. The
cool-tool concept was refined to obtain better control of warpage in a skin panel of
changing cross-section. Valuable sxperience was gained from the bonding of fuil-lenglh
stringer end skin panel specimens. Several skin panel fai lures during bonding identified
the degree of tooling support required in thin panel sections and wi l l reuult in better
production tooling. The amount of worpr;q<= in the long stringer and skin panels appears
to be quite acceptable from a stress and assembly viewpoint. Although the ability to
hold location tolerances between holes on the full-length parts was demonstrated, this
is an area where special attention may be required in production. Hole quality in the
boron-epoxy laminates and titanium shims was improved by a slight increase in titanium
shim hole si^e, which reduces the chance of damage while punching the hole in the
boron-epoxy.
Manufacturing and inspection planning was initiated on a pilot basis to identify
and eliminate any potential barriers to effective communication of fabrication, assembly,
and inspection sequences. These are areas where a high degree of detail must be
transmitted to enhance achievement of high quality in the full-scale-wing boxes.
.Planning efforts included making provisions for material batch and age control, as well
as the recording of critical parameters such as time, temperature, and pressure during the
~lcryup~aTTd~b~oriciing p r o c e s s e s T ~
S.1!^ Reliability Assessment
Qualitative assessments were made1, of the confidence level for ochievfimsni of
reliability objectives with the current state of technology in the areas of design,,
analysis, materials and processes, manufacturing, inspection, and testing. Each
assessment was based on a detailed review of the many factors involved In each area.
Consideration was given to the degree to which theoretical concepts are developed one!
proved, extent and type of experience data available, number of critical steps or
sequences, number of relative unknowns, complexity of methodology, ski l l levels
required, and schedule restraints.
A high confidence level continues in the area of design. The design oonfiyuraiion
is based on the proved C-130 wing box design, Phase I and Phase II test results, ur.d
thorough static strength and fatigue analyses. Several specific design changes were
incorporated to avoid potential manufacturing problems.
In the otea of static strength and fatigue analysis, the confidence level ranger, from
good to high. Computerized analysis data along with compression test results have
improved th..- Phase II reliability confidence level.
The ma Serials and processes confidence level remains yood. A significant coitfribu--
tion to reliability achievement was fhe development of process specification SIP 60-205,
defining th- bonding of cured boron-epoxy laminates to aluminum.
A notable improvement in a good reliability confidence level wos mode in manufac-
turing development.. Contributing to this improvement was (he added experience v./ith,
and ref5n.':m!_."i> -of, the cool-tool concept, successful bonding of full-length str inger
ana ikin panels, and demonstrated aDility !o control '.varpage- and meet hole quality ana
location tolerance requirements.
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Confidence in inspection capabilities is rated good. State-of-the-art non-
destructive inspection equipment and methods are being applied. The design configura-
tion wil l use considerable reliance on established material and process controls to
assure adequate bonding.
Wing box testing remains a high confidence area because of the similarity to
previous C-130 stat ic and fatigue test programs. Successful component testing during
Phase II reinforced this high reliability confidence rating.
The consolidated reliability assessment is that a good to high confidence level
exists at the end of Phase II in the composite-re in to iced wing box design and in the
state of readiness for successful fabrication and assembly.
8.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
Quality Assurance ef for t auring the Detailed Design Phase consisted primarily of
reviewing design drawings for inspectobility, formalizing of nondestructive test methods
and techniques, and inspection support of Phase II test specimen fabrication.
8.2.1 Design Support
Detail design drawings were reviewed to defin-2 potential inspectobi lity problems.
The most significant inspection problem encountered reicred :o the inboard engine drag
cngle attachment where the assembly sequence leuuired thai holes be dr i l led through
the lamin.a'e-reinforced lower surface skin during final wing bo, assembly. This design
was nor acceptable for inspection because of the risk of delamination when drilling from
the metal side without back-up support to the laminate. The possibi l i ty of delecting
damage and the diff iculty of repairing it in the l imited access urea uncJei the hat-section
stringers dictated the need for redesign. As a result, an alternative design was devised
which eliminated the blind hole and fastener requirement. This al tpmotive has been
previously described in Section 3.0 of this report. In general, ihe use of blind fasteners
through boron-epoxy laminates was discouraged . When blind fasteners were unavoidable,
suitable bearing olates were provided to protect the laminate from the heed or tail end
of the fasteners.
8 .2 .2 Non-Destructive inspection
Ultrasonic inspection procedures were finalized for checking the quality of the
bo ran-epoxy laminates and-the laminate-to-o luminum bond. Thru-transmission and
pulse-echo inspection technique? are applied using the fa l lowing equipment:
o Reflecloscope, Speiry UM-715
o Transducer, 5.0mHz, 1/4-inch diameter, Longitudinal Wave,
Sperry P/N 57A22 14
o Cable, 6 foot, Microdot/UHF Connector, Sperry P/N 57A2270
o Video Plug-in Module, 10 N, Sperry P/N 50E533
o Couplant (v/ater is typically used)
o Calibration Standard /J\
"F i n^i shy-SvS hcm--(|—5-i n—)-w-id e-x-5 7-G8-ei n
(2.0 in.) deep x 15.24 cm (6.0 in.) long
8.2.2 .1 Laminate Inspection
Laminate quality is determined using thru-transmission ultrasonic techniques where
loss of sound transmission indicates a void area. Sound is transmitted through the laminate
to an ultrasonic mirror, then back through the laminate to a receiver, as illustrated in
Figure 38 . A water couplant is used to couple the transducer to the laminate str ip and
the strip to the ultrasonic mirror block. With the transducer placed on the laminate, the
reflectoscope gain is adjusted to obtain a back-reflection from the mirror block as
illustrated fora g.-;d !r~:r:~rc in Figure 38 . The mirror is then removed to simulate a
delamination, and the reflectoscope display is as illustrated for o delaminatecl area in
Figure 38 . Thus the laminate i tself is used as a calibration standard/since the presence
or absence of a signal indicates good or delominated areas, respect ively. After
calibration,the laminate strip is inspected wi th the mirror block water coupled to one
side of the laminate strip and the coupled transducer scanning the opposite side. If no
defects are detected/the mirror block is moved to another area until the entire laminate
is inspected. All of the- laminates produced in Phases I and II were 100% inspected,ond
no deiaminations were found .
8 .2 .2 .2 Bondline Inspection
The bondline between the laminate and the aluminum skin or stringer is inspected
using pulse-echo ultrasonic techniques. If the inspection is made from the boron-epoxy
side, the technique? is simi lar io 'hat used for laminate inspection with the aluminum
skin acting as the mirror. An inspection from the aluminum side requires calibration
with a known standard, as i l lustrated in Figure 39 . The pulse-echo method detects
!
^The teim "standard" does not refer to a speci f icat ion or mi l i tary standard. It is, insieacl,
a piece of calibration equipment, representative of the part to be inspected, which con-
tains intent ional ly includeo defects os we l l as "good" areas. The use of this standard is
described in subsequent sect ion? of this report.
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FIGURE 39. - TYPICAL BONDLINE CALIBRATION STANDARD
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voids by differentiating between high sound dampening areas and no sound dampening.
In the nearside void case, fhe sound energy continues to echo in the aluminum component
and is indicated by a saturation signal on the reflectoscope. The instrument is cali-
brated by coupling the transducer to a good bond location on the calibration standard.
The sweep is then adjusted to cause a signal display similar to the good bond signal
illustrated in Figure 40. By sliding the transducer over each simulated disbond in the
standard, the characteristic signal for each type of disbond is observed. Typical de-
lamination or disbond signals are also illustrated in Figure 40. Nearside disbands or
disbands between the aluminum and the adhesive are readily detectable. Farside dis-
bonds or disbands between the adhesive and the laminate are more difficult to detect
from the aluminum side. The sound dampening characteristics of farside disbands often
produce a reflectoscope display which is between a good bond signal and an ideal
-farsrde-disbond-signal-.—AI-fhQugh-some-signal-is-returned,_i-t-i-s ,weal<er_than_t.hat
returned for the clearly "good" display. This signal can be interpreted by experienced
technicians using calibration standards which closely simulate actual defects. Such
interpretation, however, requires a high level of expertise, and work is continuing to
simplify the procedure. Partial!-/ delaminated buckling and fatigue test specimens
are being used in this work.
Assembled wing planks are inspected for bond integrity by scanning the a I urn i nun
surface with the water coupled transducer and observing the display for signal character-
istics indicating a probable disbond. Normally,ultrasonic inspection wi l l not pick up
shallow disbands along the edge of a part. Voids or disbands up to about 3.175 mm
(0.125 in.) from the edge of the part must be detected visually or mechanical ly.
A method for renl-time monitoring of adhesive cure during composite bonding vvos
explored using on Audrey II dielectrornetsr and analog computer system. Inputs to the
analog computer are tempera lure, bondline conductivity, bondline capacitance, bond
pressure, and elapsed lime. By developing a parameter sensing program which
characterizes the AFI27-3 adhesive, an effort is being made to produce a running
estimate of final bond strength with high correlation to lap shear values. This work is
expected to allow use of the dielectrometer/computer system in conjunction with
standard process controls during fabrication of full-scale bonded assemblies.
8.2.3 Fabrication Inspection
Nondestructive evaluations were coiv/fucted on test specimens fabricated during
Phase II. The composite str ips were ultrasonically evaluated prior to bonding. The
bond lines v/ere evaluated for voids and porosity af ter bonding. A discrepancy v/as
noted in iesi panel I30PB4-7-I and documented on DR 877632. There v/as- a void at
the edge of the bondline about one inch long,starting one inch from the end of 'he
part . The void, less then 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) wide, v/as not detectable wi th u l t ra -
sonics since ii was on the edge of the por t . 1 he defect was repaired by inject ing
EA 9309-1 room-temperature-cure adhesive into the void area.
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All specimen parts were inspected for dimensional conformity and workmanship, and
only two discrepancies were noted. Two rest panels, 130-PF-401-17 and -19, were
withheld on DR 25505 for "holes not to print." There was some distortion of the titanium
shims at the holes and 0.381 to 0.635 mm (0.015 to 0.025 in.) positive cones around
the holes on the laminate side. Parts were accepted "as is" for the test. As a result
of this discrepancy, a program was initiated to improve the quality of holes in the
boron-epoxy laminates. An improved hole-generation technique, described in Section
6.0, resulted from this work.
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9.0 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
During the component tests, conducted in Phase I, two areas were identified where
some additional testing was necessary. The more important of these was related to ihe
compression tests performed in Phase I, where some problems v/ere encountered in obtaining
valid buckling failures in the panel tests. These problems were associated with term-
inating the boron-epoxy laminates at the specimen ends to aljow final machining and
uniform introduction of compressive loads. On past programs, difficulty has been
experienced in applying compressive loads directly to unidirectional boron-epoxy lam-
inates. Local stresses at the bearing surface caused failure of the epoxy matrix,
resulting in unsupported fibers. The unsupported fibers "broom" and unload the laminate.
Difficulties are also encountered in machining boron-epoxy with conventional cutters.
For these reasons, boron-epoxy laminates for the Phase 1 buckling specimens were
staged out wiTITTiTaniTmTmlays at fh~e specimen ends'; A~sKoTt~~ti"fariiurn" plate was~ptaTre~a'
over the termination, and mechanical fasteners were installed through ihe plate,
laminate termination, and aluminum structure. This scheme, however, resulted in
sufficient local eccentricy to precipitate failures near the specimen ends, and pre-
vented determination of the true bucKling capabilities of the specimens. Because
of the^e problems, additional buckling evaluations were performed during Phase II.
The second area related to detail design selection in the radius of a stringer
cutout. During PF-I fatigue iests, minor fatigue cracks were found originating from
cutouts of the stringer crown on some stringers terminating at the W.S. 0.00 access
door. Ai(hough these particular cracks v/ere traced to a sharp edge remaining after
the cutout was rr.^de, i! appvared that some slight configuration changes might provide
a much'better cutout des'rgn, and specimens were tesicd io ver i fy ihe design selection.
The testing conducted in these two areas is discussed in the following subsections.
9.1 PRELIMINARY CRIPPLING TEST
Prior to initiating the Phase li buckling studies, preliminary evaluations v/ere
conducted to improve.- ihe specimen end .configuration. A ctif.plii^-type specimen
was selected for the preliminary evaluation. If sat isfactory performance could be
obk-ined at strain levels required for crippling, satisfactory performance would be
assured at strain levels required Io produce a buckling failure in the test pone I.
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9. 1.1 Description of Crippling Specimen
Rather than constructing u crippling specimen, a short single-element section was
cut from fatigue specimen 130-RF-2 which was tested during Phase I. The element
had an extruded skin of 7075-T7351 I aluminum alloy and a hat-shaped stiffener of
7075-T6511 aluminum alloy. The inside crown of the stiffener had a 2.29 cm (0.9 in.)
wide boron-epoxy laminate containing 33 unidirectional plies, and the skin had a
5.08 cm (2 in.) wide laminate of the same thickness. The stiffener was attached to
the skin with TL-100 Taper-lok fasteners of alloy steel. Configuration of the finished
specimen is shown in Figure 41.
9. 1.2 Fabrication of Crippling Specimen
The spanwise edges of the element were machined to produce a symmetrical specimen.
Two 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) long rings were cut from a 152.4 cm (6.0 in.) diameter steel pipe.
A ring was placed on Teflon film and nearly filled with a mixture of five parts Magnabond
69-9A to one part Magnabond 69-9B. One end of the test element was placed in the
mixture, which was then allowed to cure. When the first end wo? cured, the other end
was prepared in the same manner. Magnabond is a filled epoxy tooling plastic which has
low shrinkage upon curing. As an epoxy it also has adhesion. The purpose was to
completely encapsulate the element ends, especially the cavity between the .skin and
stringer. Encapsulation plus adhesion to the boron-epoxy and aluminum parts was expected
to provide sufficient support to prevent damage lo the laminate upon subsequent machining.
Also it was hoped i'haf sufficient lateral support and containment would be provided to
allow direct compressive loading of the laminate without expei ier.cing brooming of the
bearing surface. The element ends were then machined flat, parallel, and normal to the
span. A shell-type- milling cutfor was used, and it was necessary to sharpen the ci.'trer
after making about five passes. No dnrncne was caused by the machining. A view of a
machined end is shown in Figure 42. The boron-epoxy is practically invisible since its
color blends with that of the MagnabonrJ.
The element v/as instrumented with e lectr ica l resistance strain gages at the locations
shown in Figure 43. All gages were of the axial type with their grids aligned in the spaii-
wise direction. Two gages, on the boron-epoxy laminates, were installed prior ro casting
the ends in Magnabond, and were installed as clo.se to the spanwise centerline of rhe
element as possible withoui disassembly. Lead wi ies for t'-.eie two gages were routed
through a small hole dril led in the upstanding leg of ihe stiffener. The hole was approxi-
mately 5 cm (2 in.) from one end and on the approximate centroid of the element.
9.1.3 Crippling Test
The test specimen wo? piucf.-d in the compression bay of a 17.79 x 10 N (400,000 Ib.)
capacity Baldwin Urn'versai Testing Machine. Load was applied ihrough ground steel
plates, sixea so thr.t Ictxi was not applied to ihe steel ring surrounding^the Magnabond.
The rnaxfmvni Io•',;•":' rcr.ac? was used, and !oac' was applied in 4.45 x lO^N (10,009 Ib.) in-
crements until specimen fai lure. Load wns held constant at each increment long enough
to collect strain data using a Baldwin Strain Indicator along with a switching and bal-
ancing box. Specimen failure-; occurred at a load of 7,78 x 105N (175,000 Ib.).
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FIGURE 42. -PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING MACHINED END OF
PRELIMINARY CKIPPLiNG SPECIMEN
9. 1.4 Evaluation of Crippling Test
Tesi specimen failure at '.; Iced of 7,78 •; 10 N (175,000 ib.) occurred in the test
section, and there was no evidence of end efu.:<_is. pnofogiuphi of the failed specimen
are contained in Figure 44. Load-strain data were col lected for all nine srrain cjage
locations. Typical load-strain date are presented in Figurts 45, 46, and 47.
Observation of the srrain data showed fhat the- boron-cpoxy laminates sustained
maximum strains ccmpa'.xible wi rh those obtained foi' basic compression sandv/ich beam
tests for boron-epcxy laminates. Che valid fai lure, coupled v.'ith the high strain level
sustained, provided confidence ihot this rneihod of end preparation could successfu l ly
be used on lhe Phase il buckling evaluation.
In ibis res;, o,";d in ail oi'M;?1' leils cor.-c'-./i. \i;d. l'nc- specimens were sectioned after
testing, and were d.rncnsionully chocJ-.c-J. All pnrts were within design iolerances.
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9.2 SHORT PANEL COMPRESSION TESTS
After the single-stringer compression test had shown load introduction end effects
could be successfully minimized, three short panel compression tests were conducted
to evaluate the improved load introduction and to provide better compressive strength
data. These short panels were cut from part of an unused buckling panel, fabricated
in Phase I but untested because of the load introduction problems. The short panels
were representative of the upper wing surface between wing stations 20 and 61.
9.2.1 Description of Short Panels
~Three-shor i-panel-com press! on-spee-imens-(-l-30-P-B-3A--l-A-,—130=P-B^3A=3A.,_and_
130-PB-3A-5A) were obtained by cutting the remaining Phase I 130-PB-3 buckling
panel. Figure 48 shows the general configuration of specimen 130-PB-3A-1 A, while
the configuration of specimen 130-PB-3A-3A and 130-PB-3A-5A is shown in Figure 49.
The difference in configurations ' !es in the fastener system used where some steel
fasteners were used in the -3A and -5A specimens and aluminum rivets were used in
the center of the -1A specimen. Fastener systems are described in detail below.
9.2.2 Fabrication of Short Panels
Figure 50 illustrate: the manner in which the specimens were cut from the remain-
ing 130-PB-3 buckling specimen. The short specimens were each 0.457 m (18 in.) long
and three stiffeners wida. The heavy titanium blocks in the laminate ends of the PB-3
panel were removed and discarded. The remaining portion of the component was then
cut into 0.457 m (18.00 in.) lengths, which were essential ly identical to each other
except for some variation in fasteners. The 130-PB-3A-1A specimen had steel Hi-loks
attaching the stiffeners to the :kin near the ends, but retained aluminum rivets in the
test section as shown in Figure 48. In the 130-PB-3A-3A and -5A specimens, which
were identical, the aluminum rivets originally in the 130-PB-3 panel were replaced
with steel Hi-loks as shewn in Figure 49.
All specimen ends were cast in Magnabond using a method similar to that used for
the preliminary crippling test specimen as reported in Section 9.1. Steel end frames
were fabricated and v/ere used a? molds for the epoxy that encapsulated the ends of
each specimen. After the epoxy had cured for 24 hours at room temperature, the ends
were machined flat, parallel, end normal to the span. Final machining was carried
out with a grinding wheel attached to the drive shaft of a Lucas horizontal boring mill.
This process provided an end f la tness v/ithin + 0.025'i mm (•*• 0.001 in.).
Each lest specimen was instrumented with electrical resistance strain goges.
Generally, Denfronics gages, iypo 204C13, were used on aluminum surfaces, and B.L.H.
gcKjes, Type FAE-25-12S6, WCMC used on boron-epcxy laminate surfaces. All goges v/ere
of the axial type wi th their grid's aligned in the spanwise direction. Since all the rivers
had to be removed from the 13G-PB-3A-3A and -5A specimens, it wai convenient to remove
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the stiffeners and install gages on the boron-epoxy laminates prior to reassembly. This was
not so for the 130-PB-3A-1A specimen; therefore, the only gages that were located on
the boron-epoxy laminates in that specimen were those that had been installed prior to
assembly of the large 130-PB-3 panel. Strain-gage locations for the specimens are
presented in Figure 51 and 52.
9.2.3 Short Panel Tests
All tests were conducted in a 5.34x I06 N (1,200,000 Ib.) capacity universal
testing machine. The 2.67x10° N (600,000 Ib.) load range was used,and the machine
had an accuracy of O.I percent of load range or 0.5 percent of indicated load, whichever
was greater. A typical test arrangement is shown in Figure 53 . Initially, a small
compressive load was applied to the specimen,andTt?ain meaTure"rfierTtTwere~reccrrdsc)";
A B&F digital strain data acquisition system was used for collecting all strain data.
Based on these strains, loading alignment v/as adjusted using the alignment
mechanism which is an integral part of the testing machine compressive loading head .
Strains were again measured and examined for uniformity. This process was repeated
until acceptable uniformity in strain distribution was achieved. During this process,
the load magnitude was limited to approximately 25 percent of the predicted fail ing load.
Specimen I30-PB-3A-IA was loaded in 2.22xl05 N (50,000 Ib.) increments up to
13.34x10" N (300,000 ib.), and each incremental load was held constant long enough
to record strain data. The load was then reduced to 2.22x!05 N (50,000 Ib.) and strain
data were again recorded. Load was subsequently increased to 13.34x10^ N (300,000 Ib.)
and the strain data were compared with those; obtained previously for the f i rst application.
of Hiis load level ro check for permanent se!. Loading was_ then continued in 2.22x10' N
(50,000 ib.) increments until failure occurred at 26.69x10^ N (600,000 Ib.). A similar
procedure was used for specimens I30-PB-3A-3A and I30-P8-3A-5A, except that the
permanent set check was omitted,and the incremental loading was progressively applied
to fa i lu re . Specimen I30-PB-3A-3A failed at 26.20xl05 N (589,000 Ib.) and
I30-PB-3A-5A failed at 25.53 x I05 N (574,000 Ib.).
9.2.4 Evaluation of Short Panel Tests
Failure loads of 26.69x 105 N (600,000 ib.), 26.20x 1Q5 N (589,000 Ib.), end
25.53;< 105 N (574,000 Ib.) for specimens 130-PB-3A-1A, -3A, and -5A, respecrively,
exceeded the predicted failure load of 25.0 x 105 N (562,000 Ib.) for nil three specimens
and provided a comfortable mcrgin of safety. All panel failures occurred in rh;v if",t
section with no evidence of end effects,. In these ipecimens, no noricfwble diff.vivnces
could be attributed to the difference in fastener systems. All specimens failed v/irhin a
narrow sccfrer band and all tests resulted in good crippling failure modes as typified by
rhe failure mode shovn in Figure 54.
Typical rest tood-itrain data are ihown it, Figures 55, 56, 57, and 58. . Data from
the strain yages showed thai boron-epoxy laminates of all three- test specimens sustained
strains prior to specimen Sc.'i lure comparable with strains obtainable from compression
sandwich beam rests.
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FIGURE 54. - TYPICAL FAILURE MODE rOR SHORT
PANEL. COMPRESSION TESTS
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9.3 FULL PANEL BUCKLING TESTS
Following successful completion of the preliminary crippling tests (Section 9.1)
and the short panel compression tests (Section 9.2), two buckling specimens were
fabricated which were similar in configuration to Phase I specimen I30-PB-I. Both
specimens were comprised of wing skin panels having hat shaped stiffeners, and the
skins and stiffeners had adhesive bonded strips of unidirectional boron-epoxy laminates.
The two large buckling test specimens were fabricated and successfully tested with
no evidence of end condition influence on the test results.
9.3.1 Description of Buckling Panels
The specimens, I30-PB4-I and I30-P54-3, were nominally configured to the
design of the single-plank upper surface specimen I30-PB-I with three hat st i f fensrs.
The nominal length and width of the specimens were 1.905 m (75 in.) and 0.457 m
(18 in.),respectively. General configuration of the two specimens is shown in Figure 59.
Both specimens were identical in configuration except for the crown thickness of the
aluminum alloy stringers. For specimen I30-P84-I the crown thickness was 7.620 mm
(0.300 in.) and the thickness was 4.572 mm (0.180 in.) for specimen I30-PB4-3.
9.3.2 Fabrication of Buckling Panels
*
All aluminum alloy parts were machined and passed required Quality Assurancs
inspections, including penetrant inspection. The two specimens were fabricated
with the cool too! technique. Previous tests had shown that the worpage might be
decreased by additionally heating the boron-epoxy laminate to assure full expansion
at the bonding temperature. This method was used. The boron-epoxy strips were
maintained at a temperature approximately ?6Q.9° K (10 F) above that of the aluminum.
The resulting skin warpage was less than 0.00267 mm/mm (in./in.) throughout the
length of the constant section skins. The hat sect-tons, however, had a very slight
reverse bow. Both finished specimens were flat and well within the C-130 center
wing box tolerance requirements. The specimens passed all inspections items and were
documented on standard shop orders.
The skins had two integral stiffeners and weie machined frc;n standard 7075-T735! I
aluminum alloy extrusion. Stringers for both specimens were hat-shaped and were machined
from 7075-T65I I aluminum alloy exfrusions. The hat-sec!ion reinforcing laminates were
2.29cm (0.9 in.) wide and contained 46 plies of unidirectional boron-epoxy oriented in
the 1.905 m (75 in.) length direction. The skin assembly for each specimen was comprised
of three laminates bonded to a I30-PB4-5 skin. These skin reinforcing, laminates were
5.08 cm (2.0 in.) wide and contained 46 pl ies. The stringer assemblies were attached to
the c-kin assemblies with alloy steel Taper-lok fasteners, TLIOO. One of the finished
specimens is shown in Figure 60. Magnabond was cast on the specimen ends, and final
machining performed in the manner previously described for the short panel compression
tests (Section 9.2). Figure 61 shows a specimen end a f te r casting in Magnabond .
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FIGURE 59. - GENERAL CONFIGURATION OF SPECIMENS
130-PB4-1 AND 130-PB4-3
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FIGURE 60. - BUCKLING SPECIMEN 130-PB4-1
AFTER ASSEMBLY (SK IN SIDE)
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FIGURE 61. - SPECI/.AEN END CAST IN MAGNABOND
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After assembly and final machining, measured dimensions of 130PB4-1 were 1.908 m
(75.1 in.) long by 0.451 m (17.75 in.) wide. The assembled panel was determined to be
flat within + 0.25 mrn (+0.010 in.). For 130PB4-3, measured length and width were
1.905 m (75.0 in.) and 0.452 m (17.80 in.), respectively. This specimen deviated from
flatness by ].27mm (0.050 in.) in both the spanwise and chordwise directions. The
flatness deviation produced a concavity in the skin, which was accounted for in
comparative analyses.
Each of the two specimens was instrumented with electrical resistance-type strain
gages at locations v/here strain data were desired to guide specimen alignment prior to
test as v/ell as to monitor specimen strain state during testing. Gages were located on
the aluminum alloy elements as well as on the borcn-epoxy laminates. Gages on the
-lamlnate-sur-faces-W-er-eJ-nstaJJ-ed-prior—to-Completln.g_t.he_sp.e.c.im.e.n.os.s.embJ_y._Lead wires
were attached to the gages and were routed spanwise so that all leads extended from
the same end of each specimen. During final assembly of the specimen, a 4.57 mm
(3/16-in.) diameter hole was drilled in one vertical leg of each stringer and the lead
wires were threaded through these holes to the outside. The holes were drilled 11.43 cm
(4.5 in.) from the specimen ends and approximately on the centroid of the skin-stringer
element. Gagei were applied to the metal elements on the outside surfaces of the
specimens. Baldwin Type FAE-25-1256 gages.were applied to the boron--?poxy surfaces,
and Denhonics Type 204C13 gages were applied to the aluminum surfaces. All gages
were of the axial type and were aligned parallel to the sponwise direction. Specimen
130PB4-1 had 48 gages. Thirty-eight gages were installed on specimen J30PB4-3. Gage
locations are shown in Figures 62 arid 63.
During manufacture of the Phase I panel buckling specimens, pieces of the skin and
stringer extrusions used were collected to determine tensile and compress!vc properties
of the specimen materials. The same piece of extrusion was used for the 130PS4-1 and
130PB4-3 skins, consequently, mechanical properties of the skins were common to these-
two specimens. The hot-shaped stiffened were procured especially for this program er-o
all extrusions of a given type were from the same production botch. Consequently,
mechunicai properties were determined item one piece of material for each dif ferent type
stiffener. Since the same basic extrusion was used for the stringeis of both specimen:.
mechanical properties of these were also common to both specimens. All property date
for the skin and stringer extrusions were within the allowable specification tolerances.
9.3.3 Buckling Pans! Tests
The specimens were tested in the compression bay of a 53.38 x 10 N (1,V.OO>000 !D.)
capacity Baldwin Universal Testing Machine. A beam with ground faces v/as centered on
the testing machine ploiirn. and a specimen was piociKJ en the beam. A ground plato v/cs
sandwiched between the oiner end of the specimen cvid the machine croiS-hoc-d. Dial
indicators, attached to en external frame, were used <o measure lateral deflect ions ct
several spanwise and chordwiss positions on the specimens. Figure 64 shows the dial
indicator positions for the specimens. Die! indicators used had a sensitivity of 0,025 inrn
(0.001 in.). Strain-gage leads WS.TC- connected io a 3o.!: Model SY 156 data acquisit ion sy
with 200-channel capacity and diai taf output at a maximum print rate of 20 channel;, per
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FIGURE 62.. - STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS FOR SPECIMEN
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FIGURE 63. -STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS FOR
SPECIMEN 130-P 34-3
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second. The test arrangement for both buckling specimens is illustrated by Figure 65.
After the specimen was arranged in the testing machine a small compressive lead was
applied and strain measurements were recorded. Based on these strains, the loading
alignment was adjusted and strains were again measured and examined for uniformity.
This process was repeated until acceptable uniformity in strain distribution was achieved.
During alignment, load magnitudes were limited to 20 percent of the expected buckling
load for the specimen.
The 26.69x10 N (600,000 Ib.) load range was used for testing both specimens.
Load was applied to the specimens in 2.22x10^ N (50,000 Ib.) increments up to
I3.34xl05 N (300,000 Ib.) for I30PB4-I and up to Il.l2xl05 N (250,000 Ib.) for
I30PB4-3. Load was held at each increment long enough to record strain and deflection
data. The lead was then reduced to 2.22xlQ5 N (50,000 Ib.) at which strain and
deflection data were again recorded. At this time the dial indicator support frame was
moved away from the specimen to prevent damage upon specimen failure. Load was then
increased to the previous maximum load and strains were again recorded. The load was
then increased in 2.22x10 N (50,000 Ib.) increments to failure and strains were
recorded at each increment.
9.3.4 Evaluation of Buckling Tests
Failure of I30PB4-I occurred while stabil izing load at 22.24xl05 N (500,000 Ib.)
as compared to a calculated load of 22.i'5xl05 N (498,000 ib.). The pane! exhibitr-c! a
permanent set as shown in Figure 66, but there was no evidence of local buckling for
the aluminum alloy parts. One stringer was then removed to allow inspect ion of tho
boron-epoxy laminates. The laminate bonded to the skin hod sustained l i t t le damage;
however, the stringer laminate had a chordwise fracture at mid-span. It was also failed
over the entire span by failure of the matrix between the scrim ord first ply of boron on
the adhesive bonded side. Typical strain, and deflect ion note for specimen I30PB4-I ere
presented in Figures 67, 68, 69, 70, and 71 . These data show excel lent strain/load
linearity beyond rwo thirds of fh? failure lead ond uniform load distribution within me
specimen. Dial gages show that laterc! deflections were minimal and did not
significantly affect the test results.
Specimen I30PB4-3 failed at a load of 19.82 xlO N (445, .500 Ib.) compared to a
predicted value of I7.79xl05 N (400,000 ib.). Unlike I30pfc4- l , the specimen failed by
local insiabilit/ of fhe aluminum alloy parts as wel l as exhibiting boron-epcxy failures.
However, damage to the stringer laminate was minimal while the- skin laminate exhibi ted
fractures, spanwiso splitting, and failures of the matrix between the scrim and f irs! ply
of boron on the adhesive bonded side. Figure 72 shows the failed specimen. Typical
strain and deflection data, for specimen I30P34-3 are presented in Figures 73, 74 , 75,
and 76 . These Here show excellent strain/load l inearity beyond two-thirds of the
failure load and uniform load" rJir,fribution within the specimen. Di'ai gages show that
rhs lateral deflections were minimal and did not significantly affect the test results.
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FIGURE 72. - SPECIMEN 130PB4-3 AFTER TEST
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There was no evidence that end conditions influenced results for the I30PB4
specimens. The tests were very satisfactory, confirming analytical predictions and
verifying required structural capability.
9.4 STRINGER CUTOUT TESTS
As noted earlier, some minor fatigue "nuisance" cracks were found in stringer
cutout areas during Phase I tests of specimen PF-I. To see if this cutout area could
be improved, two fatigue specimens reflecting current and selected stringer cutout
configurations were designed, fabricated, and tested. All of the tested configurations
exceeded minimum requirements by a sizeable margin, verifying earlier conclusions
that the cracks were caused by a sharp edge which should have been chamfered.
Fatigue loads taken from the specimen applied to the PF-I panel specimen were used
in the test.
9.4.1 Description of Stringer Cutout Specimens
Each specimen was 1.092 m (43.00 in.) long and 0.152 m (6 in.) wide. The
I30PF4-I specimen represented the existing C-130 B/E configuration which was tested
in Phase I on the I30PF-I panel and provided baseline data. The second specimen
I30PF4-3 had two different runout configurations ("A" and "B") as shown in Figure 77,
Both specimens had the same boron-epoxy reinforcement in the stringer crown and
skin plank as that tested on the I30PF-I fatigue test. As noted, the two specimens
were identical except for the profile of the stringer terminations near the specimen
center.
9.4.2 Fabrication of Stringer Cutout Specimens
The stringer cutout specimens, I30PF4-I and I30PF4-3 were fabricated using
established techniques for lay-up of boron-epoxy reinforcements and for "cool tool"
bonding. The bond was completed with no appreciable warpage,and the assembled
panels were within the straightness requirements for the C-130 center wing box. All
fabrication operations for these specimens were documented and inspection procedures
were followed as established for the program. The completed I30PF4-3 specimen is
shown in Figure 78 .
9.4.3 Stringer Cutout Specimen Tests
Both specimens were tested in axial load fatigue by a 6.67x10 N (150,000 ib.)
capacity electrohydraulic serve-controlled test system. Specimen I30PF4-I, assembled
in the test system, is shown in Figure 79. Lateral restraint was applied to the specimen
by a Teflon-coated rub block attached to one vertical column of the testing machine.
This arrangement provided support in only one direction, and the test arrangement was
similar for both specimens. The 2.22x10^ N (50,000 Ib.) load range was used to apply
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constant-amplitude sinusoidal fatigue cycles at 18 cycles per second. Maximum and
minimum loads of 1.28xl05 N (28,900 lb.)and 0.49xl05N (11,100 Ib.), respectively,
were used for both specimens. No failures were obtained in the test area.
9.4.4 Evaluation of Stringer Cutout Tests
Specimen I30PF4-I sustained 400,680 cycles before a fatigue crack was found in
one stringer crown beside the first fastener attaching the end fitting. This specimen
was of the existing model C-130 B/E configuration. Examination of the test section
portion of the specimen revealed no cracks. Since the test section had sustained far
more fatigue cycles than required, testing was discontinued at 400,680 cycles.
Specimen I30PF4-3 (the"improved"configuration) sustained 514,740 cycles before
a fatigue crack was found in one stringer crown beside the fastener attaching the
boron-epoxy laminate to the stringer crown near the end fitting. Examination of the
test-section portion of the specir-en revealed no cracks. Testing was terminated at
514,740 cycles.
Stringer runout specimens were tested to loads taken from the same fatigue test
spectrum as that previously applied to component panel test specimen PF-1, Both
specimens exhibited superior fatigue performance before fatigue failure occurred in
the hat section away from the runout area. Failure locations are shown in Figure 80.
The expected fatigue endurance in the runout area of the existing C-130B/E configura-
tion was calculated to be 68,000 cycles for Kj. = 12. Both specimens demonstrated a
quality level better than 6.0, and any of these configurations selected for incorporation
into the full scale wing box should meet the required fatigue life. Since there was no
clear advantage to be gained by a configuration change, the existing C-130B/E config-
uration will be retained.
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APPENDIX A
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SI UNITS
AND U.S. CUSTOMARY UNITS
BASIC SI UNITS
Physical Concept
Length
Mass
Time
Force
Thermodynamic Temperature
Density
Measurement
meter
kilogram
second
Newton
degree Kelvin
3
kilograms/meter
. Abbreviation ,
m
kg
s
N
°K
kg/m
PREFIXES
Factor By Which
Unit Is Multiplied
I09
106
,03
102
10
10"1
ICf2
1C'3
ID'6
Prefix
giga
mega
kilo
hecto
deca
dec!
cent!
milli
micro
Symbol
G
M
k
h
da
d
c
m
"
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CONVERSION FACTORS
To Convert From
Celsius (temp.)
Fahrenheit (temp.)
foot
inch
pound mass (Ibm avoirdupois)
pound mass force (Ibf)
Ibm/inch
psi
To
kelvin
kelvin
meter
meter
kilogram
newton
3
kilogram/meter
2
newton/meter
Multiply By
tK = tc + 273.15
t =(5/9)(tF+459.67)
3.048x ID'1
2.54x 10-2
4.536x 1CT1
4.44822
2.768xl04
6.895x 103
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF ALL DRAWINGS PREPARED FOR THE COMPOSITE REINFORCED CENTER WING
LRC
DWG. NO.
LOCKHEED
DWG.NO.
DWG. TITLE
LX939398
LX939399
LX939400
LX 939401
LX939402
LX939403
LX939404
LD939405
LX939406
LX939407
LX939408
LX939409
LX939410
LX9394II
LX939412
LX9394 13
LX9394 14
LX9394I5
LX9394I6
LX9394 17
LX9394I8
LX9394 19
LC939420
LX93942 I
LX939422
LX939423
LX939424
LX939425
3307615
3307570
3307571
3307572
3307573
3307574
3307575
3307583
3307607
3307608
3307609
3307565
3307566
3307567
3307610
3307576
3307577
3307578
3307579
3307580
330758 I
3307582
3307613
3307595
3307596-
3307597
3307599
3307600
Boron Laminate - C. Wing Lower Surface, Stringer
Crown, Assy Of.
Stringer-No,
Stringer-No.
Stringer-No.
Stringer-No.
Stringer-No.
Stringer-No.
Stringer-No,
Boron Laminate - C. Wing Lower Surface, Stringer
Crown, Assy Of,
Stringer-No. 12,13,14,22,23 & 24, Lower Surface
15 & 21, Lower Surface
16 & 20, Lower Surface
17 & 19, Lower Surface, Inboard
17 & 19, Lower Surface, Outboard
18, Lower Surface, Inboard
18, Lower Surface, Outboard
12,13,14,22,23 & 24, Lower Surface
Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 15 & 21 Lower Surface, Composite
Reinforced Assy Of. .
 /
Stringer-No. 16 & 20, Lower Surface, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 17 & 19, Lower Surface, Inboard,
Composite Reinforced, Assy Of. ,
Stringer-No. 17 & 19, Lower Surface, Outboard
Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 18, Lower Surface, Inboard, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 18, Lower Surface, Outboard, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Plate-Stringer Laminate, Lower Surface
Boron Laminate-C. Wing Upper Surface Stringer Crown,
Assy Of.
i
Boron Laminate-C. Wing Upper Surface Stringer Crown,
Assy Of.
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DWG. NO.
LD939426
LX939427
LX939428
LX939429
LX939430
LX93943 1
LX939432
LX939433
LX939434
LOCKHEED
DWG. NO.
330760 1
3307584
3307585
3307586
3307587
3307588
3307589
3307590
330759 1
DWG. TITLE
Doubler-Boron Laminate Upper Surface Stringer
Stringer-No. 7,8,10 & 1 1 Upper Surface
Stringer-No. 3, Inboard, Upper Surface
Stringer-No. 4, Upper Surface
Stringer-No. 6, Upper Surface
Stringer-No. 2 & 5, Upper Surface
Stringer-No. 1, Upper
Assy Of.
Surface, Composite Reinforced,
Stringer-No. 2 & 5 Upper Surface, Composite Rein-
forced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 3 & 4, Inboard, Upper Surface, Com-
posite Reinforced, Assy Of.
LX939435
LX939436
LX939437
LX939438
LX939439
LX939440
LD93944 1
LX939442
LX939443
LX939444
LX939445
LX939446
LX939447
LX939448
LX939449
LX939450
LX93945I
LX939452
LX939453
LX939454
3307592
3307593
3307594
3307602
3307603
33076 14
3307620
330762 1
3307622
3307623
3307624
3307625
3307626
3307627
3307616
33076 17
3307618
33076 19
3307555
3307556
Stringer-No. 6, Upper Surface, Composite Rein-
forced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 7,9 & 10, Upper Surface, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 8 & 1 1, Upper Surface, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Stringer-No. 1, Upper
Stringer-No. 9, Upper
Surface
Surface
Support-Stringer Attachment, Upper Surface
Doubler-Boron Laminate, Skin Panels, Upper & Lower
Boron Laminate-C. Wing, Lower Surface, Skin Panel,
Assy Of.
1
i
i
r
Boron Laminate-C. Wing, Lower Surface-, Skin Panel,
Assy Of.
Panel -Upper Surface, C.W.,No. 1, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Panel-Upper Surface, C.W.,No. 2, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
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DWG. NO.
LX939455
LX939456
LX939457
LX939458
LX939459
LD939460
LD93946I
LD939462
LD939463
LD939464
LD939465
LX939466
LX939467
LX939468
LX939469
LX939470
LD93947 1
LD939472
LC939473
LD939474
LC939475
LC939476
LD 93 94 77
LD939478
LX939479
LX939480
LX93948 1
LOCKHEED
DWG. NO.
3307557
3307558
3307604
3307605
3307606
3307628
3307629
3307630
330763 1
3307632
3307633
3307635(Sh.l)
3307635(5 h. 2)
3307635(Sh.3)
3307636
3307637
3307644
3307645
3307646
3307647
3307648
3307649
3307598
3307611
3307612
3307638
3307639
DWG. TITLE
Panel-Upper Surface, C.W., No. 3, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Panel-Upper Surface, C.W., No. 4, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Panel, Lower Surface, C.W., Forward, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Panel, Lower Surface, C.W., Middle, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Panel, Lower Surface, C.W., Aft, Composite
Reinforced, Assy Of.
Mounting Bracket-Pylon Tank Press. Switch, Inbd
Dry Bay, Assy Of.
Bracket-Refuel & Cross Feed, C.W.S. 58L/R
Clip-Tube Support, Fuel
Bracket-Fire Extinguisher Directional Valve, No. 3
Dry Bay.
Bracket-Bladder Cell Fuel Press. Switch & Takoff
Tee Support, Inbd, Dry Bay.
Bracket-Bladder Cell Fuel "Y" Support, Inbd.,
Dry Bay .
Support Instl-Plumbing, Ctr Dry Bay
Support Instl-Plumbing, Ctr Dry Bay
Support Instl-Plumbing, Ctr Dry Bay
Support Instl-Plumbing NAC. No. 2 Dry Bay
Support Instl-Plumbing NAC. No. 3 Dry Bay
Bracket-Tube Support, Cross Feed
Bracket-Shut-Off Valve Support
Bracket-Fuel Tee Support, Assy Of.
Bracket-Tube Support, W.S. 57L & 57R
Support-Check Valve, Assy Of.
Support Angle-Refuel Tube, Left Hand
Auxiliary Tank, Horizontal
Fitting-Attach, Spt to Stiff, C.W.S. 39. 5R &
41 L, Upper.
Fitting-Attach, Spt to Stiff, C .W.S . 39. 5R &
41 .5L, Lower.
Support Instl - Stif f . , C.W.S. 39. 5R & 41. 5L
Support Instl. -Stiff., Ctr Wing Sta. 0
Fitting-Attach, Support to Stiffener, Ctr Wing
Sta. 0, Upper, Assy Of.
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DWG. NO.
LX939482
LX939483
LX939484
LX939485
LD939486
LX939487
LX939488
LX939489
LX939490
LD93949 1
LX939492
LX939493
LX939494
LX939495
LX939496
LX939497
LX939498
LX939499
LX939500
LX93950I
LD939502
LD939503
LX939504
LX939505
LX939506
LD939507
LX939508
LX939509
LX9395 10
LX9395 1 i
LX9395I2
LX9395I3
LX9395I4
LX9395I5
LX9395 16
LX 9395 17
LX9395 18
LOCKHEED
DWG. NO.
330764 1
3307642
3307643
3307552
3307550
3308050
330805 1
3308053(Sh.l)
3308053(5 h. 2)
3308054
3307553(5 h.l)
3307553(5 h. 2)
3307553(Sh.3)
3307553(5 h. 4)
3307553(5 h. 5)
3307553(Sh.6)
3307553(Sh.7)
3307553(5 h. 8)
3307553(Sh.9)
3307553(5 h. 10)
3308058
3308059
3308060
3308056
3308057
3308055
3307554(Sh. 1)
3307554(5 h. 2)
3307554(5 h. 3)
3307554(5 h. 4)
3307554(Sh.5)
3307554(5 h-. 6)
3307554(Sh.7)
3307554(5 h. 8)
3307640(5 h. 1)
3307640(5 h. 2)
3307640(Sh.3)
DWG . TITLE
Former Instl-Center V\ ing Sta . 108.125
Former Instl-Center Wing Sta. 192.125
Support Instl - Brackets,
Test Article-C-l30C.W
Upr Stanchion & Litter Strap
. Box, Composite Reinforced
Wing Mod Index-Fy 73 A/C, Composite Reinforced C.W.
C.W. Assy-Spares, Mod.
C.W. I.E. Assy-Spares, Mod.
Upper Surface Instl-C.W.
Upper Surface Instl-C.W.
Abchor-Instl-Fuel Cell, C.Wing, Upper Surface
Upper Surface-C.W., Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
. i
•
i
f
Upper Surface-C .W., Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
Reinforcing Doubler-Center Wing Lower Surface Sra.
56.37
Shim-Drain Trough, Lower Surface, C.W.
Trough-Dry Bay Drain, C.W., LWR Surface, Sta. 56.37,
Assy Of.
Attach Angle-Wing to Fus.,C..W.Sra. 61.625, Assy Of.
Attach Angle Instl to Fus.,C.W. Sta. 61.625, Assy Of.
Support Angle-C.W. Sta. 61.625
Lower Surface-C .W. Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
,
J
w
\
i
1
,
Lower Surface-C .W . Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
Door Structure Instl-Access, Nacelle Dry Bay, C.W.
Door Structure Instl-Access, Nacelle Dry Bay, C.W.
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DWG. NO.
LOCKHEED
DWG. NO.
DWG. TITLE
LX939519
LD939520
LX939521
LX939522
LX939523
LX939524
LD939525
LD939526
LX939527
3308061
3308062
3308052(Sh. 0
3308052(Sh.2)
3307551(Sh. I)
3307551 (Sh. 2)
3307634
3308063
3308064
Attach Angle-Aft Nacelle, Lower Surface, C.W.,
Assy Of.
Filler-Nacelle Attach Angle, Lower Surface, C.W.
Lower Surface Instl - C. W.
Lower Surface Instl - C . W .
Center Wing Structure-Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
Center Wing Structure-Composite Reinforced, Assy Of.
Support Angle-Plumbing, Or Dry Bay
Strap-Splice,Skin Panel No.2 & 3, Outboard, Upper
Surface, C.W.
Splice Plate-External, Lower Surface, C.W.
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APPENDIX C
PRINCIPLES OF FATIGUE ANALYSIS AND.ENDURANCE DATA
This appendix consists of two sections:
o Principles of Fatigue Analysis: a general discussion of fatigue from
which the methods of analysis of Section 4.2 may be derived.
o Endurance Data: a compendium of endurance as a function of quality
level graphs for Section 4.2.
C.I PRINCIPLES OF FATIGUE ANALYSIS
Fatigue is the description for a material failure process in which cracks develop
in a structural member due to repeated application of stresses below the ultimate strength
of the material. Fatigue failure is the certain result of irreversible (plastic) deformation
at a surface. The accumulation of plastic deformation becomes a micro-crack when its
long dimension (generally transverse to principal tension stress) approximates grain size,
and a macro-crack when its dimension is similar to the minimum dimension of the part.
The accumulation is generated by repeated stress characterized by the number of cycles
and either mean and variable stress or maximum stress and stress ratio, as defined in
Figure C-l.
It is hypothesized that the number of cycles to the generation of a macro-crack at
a specified stress - or conversely, the stress required to generate a macro-crack in a
specified number of cycles - is a material property in the same sense as ultimate strength,
yield strength etc. L& However, the true stress at the location of crack nucleation con-
centrated by geometric and microscopic stress risers is not known due primarily to plasti-
city. Geometric stress concentration factors can be derived, presuming linearly elastic
isotropic material, relating the stress at the notch root to the nominal gross section stress
as a function of notch geometry. But tests are required to determine the fatigue sensitivity
to be associated with the geometric stress concentration factor. Typical test results are
explained in the next section.
/1\ Note that fatigue is a strain process; it is assumed in this analysis that the stress-
strain relationships are known (static and cyclic).
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C.1.1 S-N Curves
To measure the material property cyclic endurance, N, (number of cycles to macro-
crack generation for a specified stress condition,^m, ^var.) sets of laboratory specimens
are cycled to failure at a particular stress condition - constant amplitude testing - for
particular values of elastic stress concentration factors. The results are parametric S-N
curves such as those sketched in Figure C-2a. For the compact specimen shape used in such
tests, the number of cycles from the formation of a macro-crack to failure is very short com-
pared with the number required to generate the crack. Hence, the cyclic endurance to
failure for the specimen is a measure of cycles to "fatigue crack initiation" for more crack-
tolerant structural configurations.
Since the stress concentration factor does not account for the reduction in cyclic en-
durance (due primarily to inherent plasticity); the nominal stress concentration factors are
relabeled "quality levels" (unfortunately retaining the symbol Ky in practice). The endur-
ance limit is the variable stress below which the part (at a particular Kj and mean stress)
does not fail in fatigue; that is, no plastic deformation at the most severe stress riser.
Hence, the S-N curve has a horizontal asymptote at a variable stress which is called the
"endurance limit." For aluminum alloys, the S-N curve has a negative slope for all values
of N; i.e., the endurance limit does not exist. For comparative purposes, the endurance
limit for aluminum is selected as that variable stress yielding an endurance of 10 cycles.
C.I. 2 Palmgren - Miner Hypothesis
The material property, N, is considered an "allowable" in the same manner as other
material properties, such as ultimate strength. If a number of cycles, nj (n| < Nj), are
applied to the specimen at stress state, °v\,om\, the portion of endurance used, nj/N;, is
termed analytical damage, Dj. If cycles, n|<, at 6nother stress state /?\ , ^vk'^mk are
applied, the analytical damage is presumed to accumulate from the end state of the previous
condition. Hence, the total analytical damage at any number of stress states, P, is
and the allowable endurance curve is reached when total analytical damage is D = 1.0,
at which time failure is expected to occur. This hypothesis is the Palmgren - Miner Theory
of Linearly Cumulative Damage, or simply Miner's Theory (see Figure C-2b).
If any applied stress spectrum is divided into a sequence of stress conditions and the
quality level of the part is known, failure is predicted at- the cumulative number of cycles
at which time Miner's Theory predicts D = 1.0.
The second or third stess state may be the same as a previous state.
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Curve through means
of test results
LIMIT
N
A FAMILIES OF CURVES FOR PARAMETRIC VALUES OF K.
N
CROSS PLOT FOR PARAMETRIC VALUES OF a
m
MULTIPLYING STRESS BY KT DOES NOT ACCOUNT FOR REDUCTION IN CYCLES
TO FAILURE BECAUSE OF PLASTICITY.
(a) TYPICAL CONSTANT AMPLITUDE S-N CURVES
N
FAILURE EXPECTED TO OCCUR WHEN. "ALLOWABLE" CURVE ENCOUNTERED:
D =n./TsT + n0/N +n_/N +ri /N ., FAILURE AT D = 1.01 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
WHEN THE CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF CYCLES IS En.
(b) PALMGREN-MINER HYPOTHESIS
FIGURE C-2.-CONSTANT AMPLITUDE S-N CURVES
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C.I.3 Ascertaining the Applied Stress Cycles (n.)
o World-wide surveys provide gust intensity data as a function of geographic location,
season, time of day, etc. (VGH data). Runway and taxiway roughness data are also sur-
veyed (TAG data). These data are represented by power spectral density relations.
o The external applied loads at any point in the structure are functions of the dynamic
response of the airframe to the spectral relations specifying the loading environment.
o Given a particular airframe structure (stiffness, inertial response, etc.) operated
within prescribed bounds (standard operating procedures - flaps and control surfaces de-
flections, fuel management, etc.) for each event (cruise, climb, take-off, maneuver, etc.),
the dynamic response transfer functions may be derived in terms of mission-dependent para-
meters: flight operations - event type, altitude, airspeed, cargo weight, fuel weight;
ground operations - event type, cargo weight, fuel weight, and runway/taxiway condition.
o Hence, operation of the aircraft for a period (mission segment) during which the
mission-dependent parameters may b~- considered to be constant defines the cumulative
number of accelerations (incremental load factors) encountered via the transfer functions.
These data are presented as families of curves similar to Figure C-3.
o Specifying the duration of each segment then defines the total number of variable
load cycles of each magnitude. The event type, along with the other mission dependent
parameters, specifies the mean load factor, hence the mean load.
o Fatigue analysis is often simplified by computing the transfer functions, etc., for
representative locations such as the wing root. Loads at other locations are specified by
multiplying the loads at the representative locations by a load shape factor derived from
the load distribution for a limit (or ultimate) load case for which the analysis has been
more complete.
o The maximum nominal (gross, or net section at cutouts) stress is computed by
multiplying the applied load at a location by the stress-load ratio derived from the stress
distribution for a limit (or ultimate) load case for which the stress analysis has been more
complete.
o The result is that, for operation of the airplane in a segment for a specified time,
the applied stress spectrum is defined in terms of mean stress and number of cycles of vari-
able stress.
o Describing the operation of the aircraft by a series of segments therefore defines
the applied stress spectrum.. The series of segments can be observed (as in the USAF fatigue
life monitoring program) or prescribed for analyses.purposes.
o For certain fatigue anlayses, a set of nine prescribed missions has been developed.
Each mission is divided into a series of segments so that by the foregoing analysis the applied
stress spectrum for each mission (or for, say, 1000 hours of operation in each mission) is
derived.
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o By specifying (or observing) the portion of total airframe hours spent in each of
the nine missions, a composite utilization is derived; applying the foregoing analysis,
overall utilization is reduced to a single applied stress spectrum.
C.I.4 Analytical Damage/ Damage Rate, and Endurance
Having an applied stress spectrum for a mission segment, a mission, or a mission mix,
one can apply the Palmgren - Miner hypothesis and derive the analytical damage for the
applied spectrum, providing the quality level is known. The applied spectrum is related to
a specific flight time via the spectrum derivation process. Therefore, the analytical damage
is related to a specific flight time period, e.g., damage for 1000 flight hours with a speci-
fied mission mix. This "damage rate" then establishes the "endurance" in terms of a
meaningful reference parameter: flight hours.
C.I.5 The Siress-Load Ratio and Quality Level
As outlined in section C.I.3, obtaining the applied loads spectra for reference locations
is a very complex process,comprising the major task of aircraft fatigue analyses. The load
shape factor, derived from more complete ultimate load analysis, relates the applied loads
at other locations to the reference location loads.
At specific lorriHons on the airframe, selected because of suspected, or test-demon-
strated, relative fatigue susceptibility, ultimate stress analysis provides the stress-load ratio
which translates the applied load spectrum to the applied stress spectrum. If the exact
location of fatigue cracking has not been analyzed, or if multiple locations of ostensibly
identical fatigue susceptibility exist, or the exact location is not known (for example, in
pre-fest design phases), a nominal stress is calculated - usually the maximum gross structural
cross-section stress. "Gross" is used in the sense that fastener holes, etc., are not deducted;
however, door cutouts, etc., affecting the stress distribution are accounted for. Stresses
at other locations in the structural cross-section are related to the nominal stress by the
parametric stress factor derived from more rigorous ultimate stress analysis accounting for
local cutouts, eccentricities, etc. The additional concentration due to fastener holes,
notches, etc., is accounted for by the quality level, typically 2<Kj <6. If the para-
metric stress factor is not used, the notch stress is related to the nominal stress by the quality
level alone, typically 4<Kj <T 12. The two approaches are not quite equivalent due to
nonlinearities. Utilizing the parametric stress factor is more accurate.
The quality level of a particular structural location may be approximated by calcu-
lating-the nominal elastic stress concentration factor and by comparison with similar
structure. Another alternative is to test the structure to obtain-the test-demonstrated
quality level. Running a constant-amplitude test would allow interpolation in-basic data
graphs, such as those sketched in Figure C-2. Experience with laboratory specimens
(coupons, components, etc.) has shown that interpretation of spectrum fatigue performance
using Miner's Theory and constant-amplitude S-N data leads to large scatter due to
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neglected stress-change Interactions, fretting corrosion in components, etc. Testing to a
spectrum simulating the anticipated in-service conditions alleviates this situation. To com-
pute the quality level from a spectrum test, a curve such as that shown in Figure C-6 (a) is
generated by computing the endurance (1.0/damage rate; damage rate = 2.n/N for specified
period) for assumed values of Ky. The test-demonstrated quality level is that value on the
curve corresponding to the observed test endurance. Therefore, for a particular structural
location the test demonstrated quality level from a component test (or full scale test) should
be the same despite variations in the applied stress spectra. Furthermore, since the quality
level is a property of the particular geometry, it can be used to establish endurance for
any applied stress spectrum, including a typical operational spectrum, even though the
spectra are different and hence yielding different endurance for the same quality level
(see Figure C-4 (b)) in terms of flight hours (or simulated flight hours), depending on the
severity of the spectrum.
C.I.6 Comparison of Structural Elements
To evaluate the fatigue performance of different locations, it is necessary to know the
load shape factor, the stress load ratio, (the parametric stress ratio), quality level, and
material S-N data. Comparison on the basis of any one of the parameters can lead to
erroneous conclusions if the change in that parameter is accompanied by a change in another,
which happens frequently.
In section 4.2.2 it is asserted that, for the 80: 20 area distribution of aluminum to
boron-epoxy composite, the aluminum is more fatigue-susceptible than either the boron-
epoxy composite or the bond. This observation is based upon comparison of stress levels,
S-N data, and anticipated quality levels due to fasteners, thickness changes, etc . For
example, computer analysis of a boron-epoxy laminate runout shows the peak shear stress
in the bond to be approximately 1/14 of the gross aluminum stress. Furthermore, bonded
joint tests show that the peak bond shear stress is about 2-1/2 times the nominal bond shear
stress. S-N data for the joint tests are given in terms of the nominal shear stress. Using
these ratios (similar to parametric stress factor and quality level) at a composite reinforce-
ment run-out (such as WS 214) yields stresses sufficiently low to preclude fatigue failure
(less than the endurance limit) for all load levels of the C-130B/E test spectrum B. If a
straight line (on a semi-logarithmic plot) is conservatively fit to the data (no endurance
limit), all endurances are in excess of 10^ cycles. Conservatively using N = 10 cycles
for each stress level, the 25,000 cycles-per 1000 hours of theC-l30B/E test spectrum B
yields a damage rate of 2.5 x 10"^ per lOOOhrs., i.e., the endurance is greater than
4 x 10 simulated flight hours. For the aluminum to have an endurance of 4 x 10' simu-
lated flight hours (spectrum B), the associated quality level must be less than 4.25 (see
Figure C-24). Phase I tests (JE-1, JE-4, PF-3) show that the quality level is expected to
be greater than 6.0 at this location, (see Table-IV, Sec. 4.2). Hence the aluminum is
more fatigue-susceptible than the bond, even with the conservative assumptions applied .
In comparing the composite reinforced wing with the C-130B/E wing, location for
location, the modification of the structure to accommodate the boron-epoxy reinforcement
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FIGURE C-4. - ENDURANCE AS A FUNCTION OF QUALITY LEVEL
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is made in such a fashion that the local strain gradients are about the same (or less severe)
as in the corresponding location on the C-130B/E wing. Hence, as asserted in section
4.2.2, the quality level at any location of the composite-reinforced wing is the same as
(or less than) that of the corresponding location on the C-130B/E wing. Furthermore, at
many locations on the wing which might be expected to be fatigue-critical (door cutouts,
rainbow fitting, etc.), the design was not changed.
C . 2 ENDURANCE DATA _ , _ •
The methods and analyses described in section 4.2 and C. 1 were applied to 20 locations
(10 upper surface, 10 lower surface) identified by wing station numbers (inches from aircraft
centerline) 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, and 214. Three spectra were used
for the analysis: typical operational spectrum (9-mission mix specified in Table III, Sec.
4.2), C-130B/E test spectrum A, and C-130B/E test spectrum B. The endurance (flight
hours for operational, simulated flight hours for test) as a function of quality level are pre-
sented in Figures C.5 through C.24.
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FIGURE C-15. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE W.S. 40 LOWER SURFACE
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FIGURE C-16. - QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 60 LOWER SURFACE
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FIGURE C-17. - QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 80 LOWER SURFACE
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FIGURE C-18. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 100 LOWER SURFACE
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FIGURE C-19. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 120 LOWER SURFACE
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FIGURE C-20. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 140 LOWER SURFACE
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FATIGUE ENDURANCE - FLIGHT HOURS
FIGURE C-21. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 160 LOWER SURFACE
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FATIGUE ENDURANCE - FLIGHT
FIGURE C-22. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 180 LOWER SURFACE
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FIGURE C-23. -QUALITY LEVEL VERSUS FATIGUE ENDURANCE
W.S. 200 LOV/ER SURFACE
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